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ABSTRACT
Surface plasmon resonances of metal nanostructures have been studied intensely in recent
years. The strong plasmon-mediated electric field enhancement and field confinement well beyond
the diffraction limit has been demonstrated to improve the performance of optical devices
including ultrasensitive sensors, light emitters, and optical absorbers. A plasmon resonance mode
of particular recent interest is the gap plasmon resonance that occurs on closely spaced metallic
structures. In contrast to plasmon resonances supported by isolated metal nanostructures, coupled
nanostructures provide additional spectral and spatial control over the plasmon resonance
response. For example, the resonance frequencies of metal nanoparticle dimers depend strongly
on the gap size between the nanoparticles. Gap plasmons can produce local electric field
enhancement factors that are several orders of magnitude stronger and more confined than surface
plasmon resonances of isolated plasmonic nanospheres. The reliance of gap plasmons on fewnanometer separation between nanostructures makes it difficult to prepare gap-plasmon supporting
structures with predictable resonance frequency and field enhancement. A structure that avoids
this challenge is the film-coupled nanoparticle (NP). Similar to nanoparticle dimers, a nanoparticle
on a supporting metallic film (or NP-on-a-mirror) can offer a strong coupling between the particle
and its local environment, in this case the supporting film instead of adjacent nanoparticles,
enabling strongly confined gap-plasmon modes. The NP-on-a-mirror geometry has been shown to
produce reproducible gap plasmon resonances in a chemically and thermally robust, easy to
fabricate structure.
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In this Thesis, we first present a scheme for controlling the gap plasmon resonance
frequency of single gold nanoparticles using aluminum oxide coated metal films. We demonstrate
experimentally and numerically that the gap-plasmon resonance of single gold nanoparticles can
be tuned throughout the visible range by controlling the aluminum oxide thickness via anodization.
In a separate study of Au NP on Al2O3 coated gold films it is shown that the oxide coating improves
the stability of the structure under intense laser irradiation. An combined experimental and
numerical analysis of the spectral response of Au NP on rough Au films shows that a film
roughness of a few nanometer can affect the gap plasmon resonance in the absence of an oxide
spacer layer. A photoluminescence study of single gold nanoparticles on an Al2O3 coated gold film
shows that the gap-plasmon resonance of this type of plasmonic structure can increase gold
photoluminescence by more than four orders of magnitude. Related numerical simulations reveal
that the local photoluminescence enhancement of a gold nanoparticle on an Al2O3 coated gold film
can be as high as one million near the particle-film junction. Finally, a new plasmonic sensing
element was proposed based on our findings in the previous chapters. This proposed hole-in-one
structure offers several attractive features including an easily optically accessible gap plasmon
mode, while maintaining a relatively simple fabrication method.
Taken together, the research presented in this Thesis demonstrates how the resonance
frequency, field enhancement, mode polarization, structural stability, and structure reliability can
be controlled at the nanoscale. The knowledge gained in the course of this work could lead to
further development of nanophotonic devices that utilize extremely confined optical fields and
precisely controlled resonance frequencies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Localized Surface Plasmon Resonances (LSPR) of metal nanoparticles are a collective
oscillation of electrons in response to the oscillatory electric field of the incoming electromagnetic
wave. At the plasmon resonance frequency this electron oscillation can produce significant electric
field enhancement inside and near the surface of the metal nanoparticles. Researchers have
continuously studied surface plasmon resonances in order to understand, control, and make use of
these enhanced electric fields. The resonance condition depends on several factors including
material, shape, size, and the local environment of nanostructures. In this chapter, we introduce
the fundamental background on surface plasmon resonances of metal nanoparticles, scattering and
absorption coefficients, field enhancement, applications, and conclude with an outline of the
content covered in this Thesis.

Theory: Plasmon Resonance, Field Enhancement, Scattering and Absorption
In order to understand plasmon resonances on metal nanoparticles, it is helpful to consider
the electric field enhancement associated with plasmon resonance. The simplest model for
calculating electric fields on metal nanoparticles considers an isolated spherical nanoparticle
embedded in an isotropic medium under illumination with an incident plane wave. The materials
are assumed non-magnetic and the size of the particle is assumed to be much smaller than the
incident wavelength, resulting in a homogeneous response inside the particle. These conditions
correspond to the quasi-electrostatic approximation. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic drawing of the
model with a plane wave traveling in the x-direction. The parameter a, r, E0, ϵ(ω), and ϵm(ω) are
1

the nanoparticle radius, the distance from the particle center, the incident electric field, the
nanoparticle dielectric function, and the medium dielectric function, respectively.

Figure 1-1: Simplified model for the electric field calculation inside and around a metal
nanoparticle
When the metallic nanoparticle is exposed to an oscillatory electric field, free electrons in
the particle will move and oscillate. The oscillation amplitude and the frequency response depend
on the incident electric field strength and the properties of the nanoparticle. To find the resulting
electric fields one must solve Laplace’s equation for the system shown in Figure 1.1 with a constant
E0 in the quasi-electrostatic limit and using proper boundary conditions. The electric field far from
the nanosphere Er∞ should converge to the applied field strength E0, the tangential electric fields
should be continuous at the particle surface, i.e. Et,in = Et,out, and the normal electric displacement
should be continuous at the nanosphere surface for r = a, i.e. ϵ(ω)En,in = ϵm(ω)En,out. These
requirements result in the following internal and external potential distributions [1-3]:
2

Φ𝒊𝒏 = −

3𝜖𝑚 (𝜔)
𝐸 𝑟 cosθ
𝜖(ω) + 2𝜖𝑚 (𝜔) 0

Φ𝒐𝒖𝒕 = −𝐸0 𝑟 cosθ + 𝐸0 𝑎3

𝜖(ω) − 𝜖𝑚 (𝜔) cosθ
𝜖(ω) + 2𝜖𝑚 (𝜔) 𝑟 2

(1-1)

(1-2)

where Φin and Φout are the potential inside and outside the nanosphere, respectively. The electric
fields are then acquired using E = -∇Φ,

𝑬𝒊𝒏 =

𝑬𝒐𝒖𝒕

3𝜖𝑚 (𝜔)
𝐸 𝒛̂
𝜖(ω) + 2𝜖𝑚 (𝜔) 0

𝑎3 𝜖(ω) − 𝜖𝑚 (𝜔)
̂ + sinθsinϕ𝒚
̂ + (cos2 θ − 1⁄3)𝒛̂}
= 𝐸0 𝒛̂ + 3𝐸0 3
{sinθcosϕ𝒙
𝑟 𝜖(ω) + 2𝜖𝑚 (𝜔)

(1-3)

(1-4)

where E0, Ein, and Eout are the incident electric field, the electric field inside, and the electric field
outside the nanosphere, respectively. The angle θ is the angle between the vector r and the z-axis
as shown in Figure 1.1. The angle ϕ is an angle between the projection of the vector r onto the xy plane and the x-axis. It can be seen that Ein and Eout can become much stronger than E0 when
ϵ(ω) + 2ϵm(ω) ≈ 0. This is condition corresponds to the resonant excitation of dipolar electron
motion, and the corresponding frequency at this condition is referred to as the localized (dipolar)
plasmon resonance frequency. Please note the second term in Eq. (1-4) is inversely proportional
to r3 and is the main contribution to the electric field near the surface of the nanosphere. This nearfield contribution is very strong when r is small and gets weaker rapidly when r increases.
3

In order to study the plasmon resonance response of a nanostructure, a direct observation
of the local electric fields around the nanostructure would be ideal. Directly probing local electric
fields is not trivial. It requires accurately positioning a well-calibrated probe such as a fluorophore
or Raman active molecule in the vicinity of the particle of interest and monitoring the change in
the response of the probe. On the other hand, if the local electric field is known it could be used to
characterize an unknown probe. This relationship would be discussed in more detail in the plasmon
resonances in sensing applications section.
The simplest way to observe the plasmon resonance of a nanostructure is by monitoring its
absorption or scattering coefficient. Absorbed and scattered power by a nanostructure can be
calculated using the law of power conservation and the Poynting vector theorem. For a small
nanosphere with the internal and external electric fields as shown in Eq. (1-3) and Eq. (1-4), the
absorption and scattering efficiencies can be written as:

𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 4(𝑘0 𝑛𝑎)Im {

𝑄𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡

𝜖(𝜔) − 𝜖𝑚 (𝜔)
}
𝜖(𝜔) + 2𝜖𝑚 (𝜔)
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𝜖(𝜔) − 𝜖𝑚 (𝜔)
= (𝑘0 𝑛𝑎)4 |
|
3
𝜖(𝜔) + 2𝜖𝑚 (𝜔)

(1-5)

2

(1-6)

where k0 and n are the wavenumber in vacuum and the refractive index of the surrounding medium,
respectively. The two quantities represent, respectively, the ratio of the optical absorption and
scattering cross-section (σ) to the physical cross-section of the nanosphere (πa2).
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It can be seen from these equations that absorption and scattering of a nanosphere are
enhanced at the resonance frequency. This allows an indirect observation of plasmon resonances
of metal nanostructures using a relatively simple equipment such as an optical microscope.

Surface Plasmon Resonance Tuning
The equations presented in the preceding section demonstrate that at the plasmon resonance
frequency one can obtain a strong electric field enhancement near a nanostructure, defined as the
ratio of the local electric field to the incident electric field e.g. Ein/E0 in Eq. (1-3) and Eout/E0 in Eq.
(1-4). This field enhancement is useful in several areas of optics and photonics. To maximize the
utility of field enhancement for a certain purpose, it is important that the plasmonic nanostructure
under investigation has its resonance frequency close to the working frequency of interest. As a
result, the study of controlling plasmon resonance frequencies of plasmonic nanostructures has
been a very active topic of research in the scientific community. In the simplest example of a small
nanosphere, the resonance frequency ωres follows from the previously discussed requirement
ϵ(ω) + 2ϵm(ω)  0. In this idealized case it is obvious that the resonance frequency will shift
depending on the dielectric function of the nanosphere and of the host medium. Outside the
simplifying approximations discussed above the resonance frequency can also be controlled using
particle size, shape, and coupling between nanostructures, as discussed in the following sections.
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1.2.1. Effect of dielectric function
As discussed above, the dielectric function of nanostructures and host media directly
affects the dipolar plasmon resonance frequency of a nanostructure. To illustrate this on the basis
of realistic dielectric functions, Figure 1.2(a) and Figure 1.2(b) show a plot of the electric field
enhancement factors inside four metal nanospheres (aluminum, silver, gold, and copper) in air,
and a plot of the electric field enhancement inside a gold nanosphere in different host media,
respectively. The electric field enhancement factors are calculated using Eq. (1-3) and the
dielectric function of metals are taken from literature and plotted in Figure 1.2(c) [4]. General
observations in Figure 1.2(a) are that the resonance wavelength blueshifts in a nanosphere made
of a material with higher plasma frequency and the resonance strength or the enhancement factor
is higher when the imaginary part of the dielectric function of the material at the resonance
wavelength is low. In Figure 1.2(b), it can be seen that the resonance wavelength of a gold
nanosphere redshifts and the resonance strength increases when the refractive index of the host
medium increases. The increase in the resonance field enhancement is due in part to the fact that
the resonance wavelength moves to a wavelength where the imaginary part of gold dielectric
function is lower. Based on the results in Figure 1.2 it can be seen that both the resonance
wavelength and resonance strength of a nanostructure can be designed by proper selection of the
particle and host materials, limited by the availability of materials with the desired dielectric
function.
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Figure 1-2: Electric field enhancement inside (a) a nanosphere made of different metals in air
and (b) a gold nanosphere in different host media. (c) Dielectric functions of four metals from
Ref. [4].

1.2.2. Effect of nanoparticle size and shape
The surface plasmon resonance wavelength of a metal nanostructure is sensitive to both
size and shape of the particle. As previously discussed, the analytical solutions provided in Section
1.1 assume the quasi-electrostatic limit, meaning that the particle must be much smaller than the
excitation wavelength and the skin depth of the material. Under these conditions all points inside
the particle will respond to the field simultaneously. However as the nanoparticle gets smaller than
the electron mean free path in that metal (40-50 nm for Ag and Au) [5], surface scattering has been
found to introduce a significant amount of additional damping which increases the plasmon
resonance linewidth. Early work in 1965 by Doremus provided experimental proof of such an
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effect in small silver nanoparticles [6]. For larger nanoparticles (a ≈ λincident where λincident is the
wavelength of an incident electromagnetic wave), different parts of the particle will experience
different phases of the incident electric field, making phase retardation an important parameter.
The retardation will broaden the resonance linewidth. Resonance peak shifts and peak broadening
of gold nanoparticle plasmon resonances were observed in size dependent studies [7]. Additionally
the phase retardation also enables excitation of higher order resonance modes [8].
The shape of nanoparticles is another parameter that affects the surface plasmon resonance
wavelength. For example, ellipsoidal metal nanoparticles in the quasi-static limit can show two or
three plasmon resonance peaks for a spheroids and an ellipsoids, respectively. Each peak
represents the response due to excitation with the electric field polarization along a principal axis
of the particle [2]. Early work in this field focused on the origin of the difference between the
optical properties of a metal nanoparticle and that of the bulk material. In the 1950s a model that
considered the film to be a two-dimensional set of rotating ellipsoids was developed to explain the
observations [9, 10]. The work by Hunderi and Myers in 1973 showed that the peak in their
absorption spectrum of disordered silver films, when modeled as a film containing arrays of silver
spheroids, can be understood as a superimposed effect of two peaks corresponding to the two axes
of the embedded spheroids [11]. The same phenomenon has been reported in the alkali metals [12].
In 1989, a thorough analysis was performed in Na clusters, showing respectively one peak and
three peaks in the absorption spectra of spherical and ellipsoidal Na clusters [13]. In 2003 Felidj
et al. reported the plasmon resonance tuning of e-beam patterned elongated gold nanoparticles,
and showed that these can provide optimum Raman enhancement at certain excitation laser
wavelengths [14]. In the same year, Kuwata et al. reported plasmon resonance shifting in gold
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nanorods showing resonance tuning into the red and near infrared regions when the size and aspect
ratio of the nanorods increased [15]. In 2011, Anderson and co-workers showed a greater than 100
nm plasmon resonance tuning in gold nanobelts as the aspect ratio of the nanobelts was modified
[16]. In addition, several studies on plasmon resonances of different nanostructures such as
nanotriangles [17], nanocubes [18, 19], and nanoshells [20, 21] have been reported.

1.2.3. Effect of inter-particle interaction
In addition to individual nanostructures, structures consisting of more than one
nanostructure unit can provide plasmon resonance changes due to near-field and far-field interparticle interactions. Nanoparticle dimers and nanoparticle arrays have been widely studied not
only because of their controllable resonance frequencies but also because of the high field
enhancement factors that can be reached in the small gap between the nanoparticles [22]. These
regions with high field enhancement are usually referred to as a ‘hot spots’ which can strongly
amplify selected signals [23-25]. The high field enhancement is attractive for plasmon mediated
sensing applications, as discussed in the following section. Plasmon resonance tuning in closely
spaced nanostructure dimers and arrays is predominantly due to near-field coupling, and it depends
on the direction and magnitude of external near fields from neighboring particles. In particular,
near fields affect the field distribution and therefore the electron motion in neighboring particles,
leading to resonance shifts. If the incident field is aligned perpendicular to the particle
chains/dimers, the external electric fields from neighbors will be aligned along the internal field
of the reference particle. In this case the plasmon resonance of dimers/arrays will have a blue
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shifted resonance compared to the response of isolated particles. In the other scenario the plasmon
resonance will undergo a redshift since the external electric fields from the neighbors will align
opposite to the internal field of the reference particle [3].

Figure 1-3: Near-field coupling between metal nanoparticles in a nanoparticle array at the
resonance conditions under two incident electric field polarizations, (a) the incident electric field
is perpendicular to the nanoparticle array resulting in a blue-shift and (b) the incident electric
field is parallel to the particle chain resulting in a red-shift
Many numerical calculations and experiments have been reported investigating near-field
mediated resonance shifts. In 2000, Aussenegg and his team reported a redshift in the resonance
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wavelength in gold nanoparticle gratings with a large grating distance due to the far-field dipole
interaction (Field strength ∝ 1/Distance) [26]. The results agree well with theoretical work by
Meier et al. in 1985 [27]. A report by Maier et al. in 2002 demonstrated two resonance shifts when
the closely spaced gold particle chains were illuminated the incident field polarized along two
different directions, demonstrating the importance of near-field interaction (Field strength ∝
1/Distance3) [28]. Figure 1.3 presents the distribution of electric fields of a gold nanoparticle chain
consisting of five 50 nm diameter gold nanoparticles in water under two incident electric field
polarizations simulated using CST Microwave Studio [29]. The field distributions show that the
near-field of a gold nanoparticle can weaken or strengthen the internal electric field of neighboring
particles depending on whether the polarization of the incident field is parallel or perpendicular to
the particle chain axis. As a result, the resonance frequency of the structure is redshifted in
Fig. 1.3(a) and is blueshifted in Fig. 1.3(b). In 2003 Zhao and co-workers reported a similar shifting
behavior on silver nanoparticle arrays including two-dimensional arrays. Their study showed a
blue–shift of the resonance for intermediate particle spacing (center-to-center distance >
2×diameter) and a red-shift when particles were separated by less than 2×diameter [30]. This was
because neighboring fields in the perpendicular configuration (Figure 1.3(a), blue-shift) is stronger
than the neighboring fields in the parallel configuration (Figure 1.3(b), red-shift) at moderate-long
distance but weaker in the near field regime. Three months later Su et al. demonstrated a plasmon
resonance redshift of gold nanoparticle dimers as the particle separation decreased [31]. In 2004
Nordlander and co-workers reported a numerical study of hybridization in nanoparticle dimers
showing that the presence of two resonances modes and the fact that the resonance frequencies
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shift as a function of the dimer separation could be understood as a result of mixing or
hybridization of different plasmon modes [32]. These hybridized modes of the dimer were found
to be either bright or dark, with the latter mode having practical implications. The interference
between these two modes leads to interesting physical phenomena including plasmonic Fanoresonances [33, 34] and Electromagnetically-Induced-Transparency (EIT) [35, 36].

1.2.4. Effect of particle-substrate interaction
While coupled nanostructures such as dimers and trimers show promise in plasmon
resonance control and can provide high field enhancement factors, fabricating such structures to
have the desired electromagnetic coupling between closely spaced units generally involve costly
and time consuming fabrication techniques such as electron beam lithography. An alternative
approach is to couple a plasmonic nanostructure with a substrate. Substrate-based tuning of
nanoparticle plasmon resonances makes use of the coupling between a nanoparticle and
polarization change in the substrate. As a result, the need of precise alignment between
nanostructures is eliminated. The plasmon resonance of substrate-controlled or ‘film-coupled’
nanoparticles can be controlled simply by depositing particles on different substrates. Several
studies have reported a large resonance tuning range and strong predicted electric field
confinement of film-coupled nanoparticles.
Early work in film-coupled resonance system was done by Antoniewicz in 1972 reporting
a theoretical calculation showing an increase in the effective polarizability of an emitter near a
metal surface [37]. A similar effect is observed when a metal nanoparticle is placed on a metal
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substrate, as reported in subsequent numerical calculations [38, 39]. This effect was understood as
an effect of an image charge distribution that forms in the metal substrate. In the early work, these
effects could not be observed experimentally on individual metallic nanoparticles due to
limitations in imaging and spectroscopy technology. In the late 1990s the optical detection of
individual metallic nanoparticles using far-field optical microscopy was reported [40],
demonstrating a method for the rapid study of surface plasmons on metallic nanoparticles without
having to consider inhomogeneous broadening effects. Afterward, several experimental
demonstrations confirmed early theoretical studies. Metal nanoparticle surface plasmons with
hundreds of nanometers tuning range across the visible range were reported [41-46] . In 2003
Okamoto et al. reported a red-shift of approximately 200 nm of the plasmon resonance of gold
nanoparticles on a gold substrate as the gap distance/particle radius decreases [47]. Similar effect
was found in silver nanoparticles on a dielectric and metallic substrate which the metallic one gave
a stronger response [48].
For small particle-substrate separations, the typically dipolar plasmon resonance of
spherical particles is perturbed by the substrate due to a breaking of the spherical symmetry of the
system, resulting in hybridized plasmon modes containing multipolar character with a maximum
field amplitude near the contact point with the substrate, known as gap plasmons. Figure 1.4(a)
presents the distribution of electric field enhancement of a 60 nm diameter gold nanoparticle on
an aluminum film with a 4 nm Al2O3 coating. The structure is illuminated with a TM-polarized
plane wave at a 77° angle of incidence. At the resonance frequency an electric field enhancement
factor as high as 60 can be achieved at the junction between the particle and the substrate. This
field enhancement factor is comparable to that of a gold nanoparticle dimer consisting of two 60
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nm diameter gold nanoparticles and having the same separation distance as the Al2O3 thickness.
The distribution of the electric field enhancement of the gold nanoparticle dimer is shown in
Fig. 1.4(b). The observed gap plasmon modes are seen to be extremely confined, with lateral and
surface-normal mode sizes that are similar to the gap size of the structures. Notably, these highly
confined modes can be achieved in structures that can be prepared using chemically synthesized
metal nanoparticles and a thin metal or dielectric layer using standard deposition techniques. This
makes the preparation of film-coupled plasmon resonance structures simple, low cost, and rapid,
as compared to lithography-based nanostructure fabrication.

Figure 1-4: Simulated distribution of the electric field enhancement factor at the resonance
frequency in air of (a) a 60 nm diameter gold nanoparticle on an aluminum film with a 4 nm Al2O3
coating and (b) two gold nanoparticles separated by a distance of 4 nm.

Applications of Localized Surface Plasmons

1.3.1. Sensing
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Sensing is one of the most interesting applications that utilize the extreme field
confinement and strong electric field enhancement factors in plasmonic nanostructures to improve
the performance over their non-plasmonic counterparts. First we discuss the effect of field
confinement. Because the electric field at the resonance wavelength is confined very strongly near
metal nanostructures, both the resonance wavelength and resonance strength of metal
nanostructures are very sensitive to small changes in the local environment. This has been
demonstrated in several studies. Strong electric field enhancement factors have also been proven
very useful in amplifying signal from an emitter near plasmonic nanostructures. It has been showed
that plasmonic field enhancement factors can increase the emission rate of various kinds of emitters
such as crystal defects [49], quantum dots [50], and fluorophores [51]. Among a wide range of
studies in plasmon resonance enhanced sensing, Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering or SERS is
one that has continuously drawn great attention. It has been shown that Raman scattering from
single molecules can be detected using the extraordinary strong plasmonic field enhancement of
metal nanoparticle aggregates [52, 53]. The first SERS observation was in 1974 when Fleischmann
et al. reported the observation of a strong Raman signal from pyridine molecules when the
molecules were adsorbed onto an anodized silver electrode [54]. Following that, the idea that
enhanced Raman scattering is a result of field enhancement factors of metal nanostructures (rough
metal surface) was proposed in 1977 by Jeanmaire and Van Duyne when they conducted a similar
experiment [55]. Since then SERS has become a very interesting research fields since that period,
catching interests from researchers in physics, chemistry, biological, and medicine [56]. Since
then, numerous studies have reported SERS from several different plasmonic nanostructures.
Enhanced Raman scattering using individual structures like nanospheres, nanorods, nanotriangles,
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and nanocubes has been investigated. Although these structures are capable of enhancing Raman
scattering from molecules, coupled nanostructures with small separation or gap provide a higher
field enhancement resulting in what is referred to as a ‘hot spot’. Actually, the electric
enhancement in hot spots could be the reason behinds the first SERS observation from rough silver
electrodes [54]. Even though plasmon induced electric field enhancement factors in metal
nanostructure aggregates can be very strong, the enhancement is typically not reproducible and
varies significantly surfaces with SERS enhancement factors of 107-1015 have been reported [52,
57]. The difference was attributed to hot-spots that randomly formed across the substrates [58].
A better defined and likely the simplest coupled nanostructure is nanoparticle dimers. This
type of coupled nanostructures, although provide only one hot spot per one dimer, can provide a
high field enhancement with better reproducibility. The significant decrease in randomness allows
systematically studies and proper evaluations of the performances. Early calculation attempts of
the SERS enhancement factor of dimers were done in 1983. A SERS enhancement factor as high
as 108 was predicted for silver dimers in water for 20 nm diameter nanospheres and a center-tocenter distance of 21 nm [59]. Recent experimental results from nanosphere, nanodisc, nanoring,
nanorod, and nanocube dimers revealed up to 107 in SERS enhancement factors [25, 60-62]. SERS
spectra taken from a hot-spot of dimers are usually polarization dependent as expected from the
anisotropic structure, producing the highest enhancement when the excitation laser is polarized
along the longitudinal axis of the dimers, and if the laser wavelength matches the dimer plasmon
resonance frequency [25, 63, 64]. To achieve the highest SERS enhancement factor in the dimers
it is not only important to have the highest field enhancement in the hot-spot; the volume of the
hot-spot also plays a role, as it determines the number of molecules that can contribute to the
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signal. As a result, dimers with sharper tips do not necessarily produce higher enhancement
compared to some truncated structures [62, 65]. Alternatively, film-coupled metallic nanoparticles
having nanoparticles positioned on a polarizable substrate with a vertically oriented dipole also
have a hot-spot in between the two nanoparticles [66]. As previously mentioned film-coupled
nanoparticles are easy to prepare and produce a reliable and reproducible field enhancement, large
scale plasmonic sensors or SERS substrates could be made without requiring the use of a high
precision fabrication method like electron beam lithography. Several demonstrations of SERS
using film-coupled nanoparticles involve self-assembly either of the Raman molecules or the
nanoparticles on the substrate [66-68]. A recent study also showed that the resonance wavelength
of film-coupled nanoparticle substrates can be tuned to match the excitation wavelength enabling
optimization of sensing performance [69].

1.3.2. Metal photoluminescence
Photoluminescence (PL) of metal nanostructures, especially gold nanostructures, has
received a lot of interest in the past few decades. Prior that time, PL of metals had not been seen
as very attractive for real-world applications because of the low quantum efficiency of the emission
process. The first observation of gold PL from a gold film was reported in 1969 by Mooradian
where the PL of bulk gold was found to have the estimated quantum efficiency in an order of only
10-10 [70]. Only recently advances in nanofabrication have enabled the systematic investigation of
PL from large collections of gold nanostructures and showed several orders of magnitude
enhancement in the quantum efficiency over bulk gold [71-75]. Following these findings, PL of
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metal nanostructures has been studied as an alternative choice to fluorescent biomarkers that might
overcome challenges related to photobleaching. Following this surge of interest, PL from single
gold nanoparticles was investigated. Recent studies have found that the PL spectrum of gold
nanostructures closely resembles their plasmonic resonance spectrum. Several mechanisms have
been proposed to explain the phenomenon but the universal explanation is still under development.

1.3.3. Hot carrier injection and photocatalysis
Plasmon induced hot carrier generation and catalysis in metal nanoparticles interacting
with semiconductors/semiconductor oxides has recently received a tremendous amount of
attention as a means of enhancing the efficiency of photonic devices and photocatalytic processes
[76-81]. Surface plasmons have been shown to increase photon-to-hot-carrier conversion
efficiencies in

several

research areas

such

as

dye-sensitized solar cells

[82-84],

photoelectrochemical cells [85, 86], and photocatalytic reactions [87-91]. The enhancement in
these processes can be attributed into three main mechanisms: plasmon enhanced power absorption
in semiconductors/semiconductor oxides, plasmon induced hot carrier generation in metal
nanostructures, and plasmon induced local heating [76, 92]. All three mechanisms originate from
the strong electric field enhancement at the plasmon resonance condition of metal nanostructures,
either in the nanostructures themselves or in nearby semiconductors/semiconductor oxides. The
recent surge in the field of plasmon induced hot carrier science and plasmon enhanced catalysis
seems to hold a lot of promise in utilizing plasmonic nanostructures to boost the efficiency of
photonic devices and could open a new realm of applications. Gap plasmons with their extremely
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high field enhancement factors and strong confinement of the internal field near the particle surface
appear to be an ideally suited plasmon mode for useful hot carrier generation.

This Thesis
In this Thesis we investigate gap-plasmon resonances of film-coupled gold nanoparticles,
with the aim to provide fundamental insights, and to demonstrate control of the gap plasmon
resonances through engineering of the local particle environment at the nanoscale.
In Chapter 2, we demonstrate voltage controlled wavelength tuning of the gap plasmon
resonance of gold nanoparticles on an aluminum film using single particle microscopy and
spectroscopy. Anodization of the Al film after nanoparticle deposition forms an aluminum oxide
spacer layer between the gold particles and the Al film, modifying the particle-substrate
interaction. Darkfield microscopy reveals ring-shaped scattering images from individual Au
nanoparticles, indicative of gap plasmon resonances with a dipole moment normal to the substrate.
Single particle scattering spectra show narrow plasmon resonances that can be tuned over tens of
nanometers by varying the anodization voltage. All observed experimental trends could be
reproduced in numerical simulations.
In Chapter 3, gold nanoparticles on Al2O3 coated gold films are presented as a chemically
and thermally robust platform for molecular sensing. Single particle spectroscopy as a function of
Al2O3 coating thickness shows reproducible gold nanoparticle scattering spectra associated with
Au NP gap plasmon resonances in the range from 690 nm to 610 nm as the Al2O3 thickness
increases from 0 to 3.4 nm. Numerical simulations of these structures indicate that surface
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enhanced Raman spectroscopy enhancement factors in excess of 106 can be achieved. The stability
of the Al2O3 coated structures under high power laser irradiation was tested, revealing stable
scattering spectra upon irradiation with 100 W/mm2 at the particle resonance wavelength.
In Chapter 4, the effect of nanoscale surface roughness on the surface plasmon resonance
of gold nanoparticles on thermally evaporated gold films is investigated experimentally and
numerically. Single-particle scattering spectra obtained from 80 nm diameter gold particles on a
gold film show significant particle-to-particle variation of the peak scattering wavelength of ±28
nm. The experimental results are compared with numerical simulations of gold nanoparticles
positioned on representative rough gold surfaces, modeled based on atomic force microscopy
measurements. The predicted spectral variation and average resonance wavelength show good
agreement with the measured data. These results highlight that surface roughness of the metal film
can significantly affect gap plasmon resonances in the absence of a dielectric spacer layer.
In Chapter 5, we present a study of gap-plasmon enhanced photoluminescence of an
individual gold nanoparticle on a gold film. The photoluminescence spectra of gold nanoparticles
on an Al2O3-coated gold film under both 532 and 633 nm excitation show a clear peak near the
measured gap-plasmon resonance wavelength. Comparing the collected emission spectrum with
that from a gold reference film under 633 nm excitation, a peak photoluminescence enhancement
factor of 28 000 is observed. The strong photoluminescence enhancement factor is shown to be a
result of the gap-plasmon mediated enhancement of the carrier generation rate and the electronhole recombination rate. The spectral shape and absolute magnitude of the enhancement factors
for both excitation wavelengths are reproduced using numerical calculations without the use of
any

free

parameters.

The

good

correspondence
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between

modeled

and

measured

photoluminescence enhancement indicates that plasmon enhanced PL can be used to accurately
determine local field enhancement factors.
In Chapter 6, the gap-plasmon resonance of gold nanoparticles placed in a nanohole in a
metallic film is investigated in single particle microscopy and spectroscopy. Scattering and
transmission measurements reveal that gap-plasmons of the so-called hole-in-one structure can be
excited and observed under near-normal incidence excitation and observation. Numerical
simulations suggest that a maximum local electric field enhancement factor at the gap-plasmon
resonance of ~58 can be achieved, with a resonance hot-spot near the top surface of the structure.
The proposed structure enables normal incidence excitation with a high field enhancement factor
and easy access to the gap plasmon related hot-spot, which makes the structure attractive for use
in gap-plasmon enhanced biochemical sensor arrays.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes with a summary and outlook.
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2. POST-FABRICATION VOLTAGE CONTROLLED RESONANCE
TUNING OF NANOSCALE PLASMONIC ANTENNAS
Introduction
Nanoscale optical antennas that support localized surface plasmon resonances are receiving
a tremendous amount of attention due to their ability to produce large optical field enhancement
and extreme field confinement. Localized surface plasmon resonances of nanoscale metallic
structures enable a broad range of applications and effects, including Surface Enhanced Raman
Spectroscopy (SERS) [14, 58], plasmon enhanced nonlinear refraction and absorption [93, 94],
plasmon enhanced harmonic generation and frequency mixing [95-97], plasmon enhanced
biochemical sensing [98, 99], plasmon enhanced internal photoemission [78, 100, 101] , and
plasmon enhanced photovoltaics [102, 103]. The response of nanoscale optical antennas can be
engineered through a choice of material, size, shape of the structure, as well as the local
environment [104, 105]. For nanoantennas that are to be used predominantly in a fixed
environment (e.g. in an aqueous solution), this leaves little room for control of the antenna response
after fabrication: once established the antenna composition, size, and shape are not easily modified.
Here we present a method to modify the resonance response of nanoscale antennas after fabrication
through substrate controlled resonance tuning.
It is well known that a polarizable substrate can affect localized plasmon resonances of
metal nanoparticles. Early work by Kuhn provided a theoretical description of the interaction
between a metal surface and molecular emitters, showing a distance dependent emission lifetime
and quantum yield due to interaction of the dipole with induced image charges in the metal, as
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well as a small emission wavelength shift [106]. Shortly thereafter Antoniewicz demonstrated
theoretically that a point dipole near a metal surface exhibits an increased effective polarizability
[37]. In subsequent theoretical work by Takemori et al. [38] and Ruppin [39] it was shown that
similar effects occur in the coupling between a metal nanoparticle and a metal substrate. In
particular the presence of the metal substrate was shown to cause a redshift of the particle-related
absorption spectrum as a result of dynamic image charges. More recently, several experimental
studies demonstrated plasmon resonance shifts of metal nanoparticles on a variety of substrates
[41-43, 45-48, 107-109], and wavelength shifts as large as few hundred nanometer were observed.
However, in all these studies the particle resonance was fixed once the particles were placed on
the substrate, and no further resonance control was attempted after particle deposition.
In the present study we demonstrate post-deposition control of the localized plasmon
resonance of individual gold nanoparticles on an aluminum film. Anodization of the aluminum
film enables the growth of a stable aluminum oxide (Al2O3) film [110] that acts as a chemically
controlled spacer layer between the Au nanoparticles and the Al film. Using single-particle
scattering spectroscopy we track the plasmon resonance response of a set of individual deposited
nanoparticles after several anodization steps, and demonstrate that the variable spacer layer
thickness enables precise control of the nanoparticle resonance frequency. The method appears to
leave the Au particles unaffected. While this work considers spherical gold nanoparticles, the
presented approach could enable in-situ or post-fabrication optimization of a wide variety of more
complicated nanoantenna structures, provided that the antenna material is not affected by the
anodization process. The observed precise resonance frequency control could enable new
systematic studies of light-matter interactions at the nanoscale.
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Experiment and Simulation

2.2.1. Experiment
Samples were prepared on a 3-inch [100] silicon wafer with resistivity > 1 Ω-cm. A 100
nm thick aluminum layer was deposited onto the Si wafer using thermal evaporation at a deposition
rate of 12 Å/s using an Edwards FL 400 system. After deposition, exposure to ambient conditions
leads to the rapid formation of a stable native aluminum oxide layer on the sample with a typical
thickness of 2-4 nm [111, 112] The Al-coated silicon wafer was cleaved into ~1 cm2 pieces. For
nanoparticle deposition, a monodispersed gold nanoparticle colloid solution with a particle
diameter of 60.4 nm ± 2.6 nm was used (BBInternational, United Kingdom). It should be noted
that this size range corresponds to the vendor-specified batch-specific size histogram. The colloidal
solution contains trace amounts of citrate, tannic acid and potassium carbonate. The colloid was
diluted with ethanol to a concentration of 2×108 particles/mL. Approximately 4 l of colloid was
dropped on the samples using a high precision pipette and immediately dried using air flow. The
ethanol diluted solution was found to wet the substrate well. This procedure was found to lead to
well-separated individual particles located on the Al surface with a particle density of ~1
particle/100 µm2. The nanoparticle-coated wafer and a similarly prepared reference sample
without nanoparticles were subsequently anodized in a 3 wt.% ammonium tartrate solution in
deionized water (>10 MΩ-cm) at room temperature using a stainless steel counter electrode at
anodization voltages in the range 1.5 V – 12 V. Following each anodization step the sample was
rinsed in deionized water and dried using air flow. This procedure produces an amorphous barrier24

type Al2O3 layer with a thickness that is controlled by the anodization voltage [110, 113]. The
oxide thickness of the reference sample after each anodization step was determined using a J. A.
Woollam variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer. Scanning electron microscopy images were
obtained using a Zeiss ULTRA-55 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope.
Optical microscopy and single particle scattering spectroscopy measurements were carried
out after the initial particle deposition as well as after each anodization step using an Olympus BX51 reﬂected light optical microscope equipped with standard dark-ﬁeld optics. Most particles were
found to remain on the substrate after anodization. The scattering spectra of individual
nanoparticles were collected using a 50× dark-ﬁeld objective (Olympus MPlanFl 50× BD,
N.A.=0.80) and a multimode fiber connected to a spectrometer (Horiba Jobin-Yvon iHR320
monochromator with Synapse CCD array). The effective collection area on the sample was ~20
µm2, and the spectral resolution was 10 nm. Single particle scattering spectra Isc() were obtained
using the relation Isc=(INP – IREF)/IIN with INP the signal obtained from an area containing a single
nanoparticle, IREF the signal collected from a nearby region without a nanoparticle, and IIN the lamp
spectrum. All spectra were corrected for the detector dark current. Finally, the thus obtained single
particle scattering spectra were corrected for a small remaining offset (< 4% of the peak scattering
signal). The detailed data collection procedure is described in Appendix A.1.

2.2.2. Simulations and Calculations
Scattering spectra were determined based on three-dimensional frequency domain
electromagnetic simulations [29] of a with lateral size 200 × 200 nm2. The silicon substrate was
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replaced with SiO2 (n=1.5) due to limitations of the modeling software, however this choice is not
expected to affect the results due to the relatively large Al thickness of 100 nm. Literature data
were used for the Al2O3 [114], Au [115], and Al [4] dielectric functions. The structure is
illuminated at an angle corresponding to the N.A. of the objective used in the experiment. The zdipole moment z of the nanoparticle was determined at each frequency from the calculated field
distributions, and the scattered power of the oscillating dipole was assumed to be proportional to
|z|24 with ω the angular frequency of the dipole oscillation [1].

Results and Discussion
Figure 2.1:(a) shows a real-color dark-field microscopy image of 60 nm Au particles
deposited from a colloidal solution onto a 100 nm thick as-deposited Al film with a 3.6 nm thick
native Al2O3 layer. The image shows many individual scatterers that are well separated, enabling
single particle spectroscopy. All scatterers exhibit similar brightness and color, suggesting that
these correspond to single Au nanoparticles that were deposited from the colloidal solution. This
is further confirmed by the corresponding scattering spectra described below. Close inspection of
the image shows slight color variations among the particles, possibly indicating small differences
in local environment, e.g. surface roughness of the deposited Al, variations in native oxide
thickness, small size and shape variations of the particles, or irregular deposition of surfactants
from the colloidal solution. The partly inhomogeneous nature of the scattering response of
supported nanoparticles would lead to artificially broadened resonance lines in ensemble
measurements, highlighting the need for single-particle measurements. All particles produce a
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ring-shaped image under the microscope. Such ring shaped images were also observed in prior
experiments conducted by Mock et al. [42] and Hu et al. [46] on noble metal particles near a gold
surface. This intensity pattern is indicative of a scatterer with a dipole moment that is aligned along
the optical axis, i.e. normal to the sample surface. This polarization will be referred to as ‘zpolarized’.
Figure 2.1:(b)-(e) show darkfield microscopy images of the same four Au nanoparticles
(marked by the dashed rectangle in Figure 2.1:(a)) for the as-deposited sample, as well as after
anodization at voltages Va of 3V, 6V, and 9V. The color of the scattered light is seen to change
from yellow/orange to green as the anodization voltage increases, suggesting a controlled and
gradual change in the local environment of the particles. For all voltages the scattering remains
predominantly z-polarized. Figure 2.1:(f) and Figure 2.1:(g) show scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images of a Au nanoparticle before anodization and another Au nanoparticle after
anodization. The nanoparticles show evidence of faceting, which could introduce slight variations
in particle response and particle-substrate interaction.
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Figure 2-1: Darkfield microscopy images of 60 nm diameter gold nanoparticles on an Al
substrate prior anodization (a) and (b), and after anodization at different voltages (c) to (e).
Scanning electron microscopy images of Au nanoparticles before (f) and after (g) anodization.
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To correlate the experimental observations with the oxide thickness, ellipsometry
measurements were carried out after each anodization step. The inset of Figure 2.2(a) shows the
measured Al2O3 thickness as a function of anodization voltage (solid circles). The data reveal a
linear relationship between the Al2O3 thickness d and the anodization voltage given by
d(nm) = 3.42 + 1.07 Va. To quantify the observed color change in Figure 2.1:(b)-(e) single particle
scattering spectra were taken of a set of nanoparticles for all anodization voltages. Figure 2.2(a)
shows representative scattering spectra for one of these particles for the as-deposited sample, as
well as for three anodization voltages. All spectra show a single well-defined scattering peak with
a FWHM of 70-90 nm, and a peak position in the range 550 nm – 580 nm, consistent with the
expected scattering spectrum of single Au nanoparticles. As the anodization voltage is increased,
two trends are observed. First, the resonance wavelength is seen to blue-shift. Secondly, the peak
scattering signal is seen to decrease.
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Figure 2-2: (a) Scattering spectra from a single Au nanoparticle for different anodization
voltages. The corresponding oxide thicknesses are shown in parentheses. The inset shows the
measured Al2O3 thickness as a function of anodization voltage. The sample structure is shown
schematically. (b) Calculated scattering spectra of 60 nm Au nanoparticles on an Al2O3 coated
aluminum film as a function of Al2O3 thickness d corresponding to the thickness values in panel
(a). The sample structure is shown schematically.
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To quantitatively analyze the observations in Figure 2.2(a) numerical simulations were
carried out. Figure 2.2(b) shows the obtained scattering spectra for 60 nm diameter Au
nanoparticles on an Al2O3 covered Al film for four different oxide thicknesses d corresponding to
the oxide thicknesses of the experimental data in Figure 2.2(a). The simulated scattering spectra
show remarkable agreement with the experimental data, demonstrating similar resonance
wavelength, resonance shift, resonance linewidth, and reduction in scattering strength as the oxide
thickness is increased. The simulated data exhibit a slightly higher signal at wavelengths above
the plasmon resonance compared to the experimental results. This difference is due in part to the
background correction procedure described in the Experimental Section 2.2 and Appendix A.1.
Figure 2.3(a) shows the measured peak wavelength position (solid squares) as a function
of oxide thickness d obtained for a set of 10 separate particles. The error bars represent the
experimental standard deviation, indicating slight spectral differences among the particles as also
observed in Fig. 2.1(a). The statistical variation may be due to surface contaminants,
inhomogeneity of the oxide thickness in the anodization process, differences in particle shape (e.g.
faceting), or particle size variations. As the oxide thickness increases the average peak scattering
wavelength blue-shifts from 584 nm to 550 nm, corresponding to a ~30 nm shift in resonance
wavelength. The solid line in Figure 2.3(a) shows the simulated scattering peak position obtained
by repeating the simulations in Figure 2.2(b) for several additional oxide thicknesses assuming a
particle diameter of 60 nm. The simulated results reproduce the experimental trends remarkably
well. Based on numerical simulations as a function of particle size (see Appendix A.2.) the known
size distribution of the Au colloid could introduce peak wavelength variations of ±2 nm, as
indicated by the error bars on the simulated data in Figure 2.3. Note that no free parameters were
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used in the calculation of the resonance wavelength. The experimental resonance wavelength is
approximately 10 nm larger than the simulated resonance wavelength for all oxide thicknesses.
This systematic difference is possibly due to slight differences between experimental and literature
dielectric functions, the presence of an adventitious surface water layer [116, 117], or the presence
of surface contaminants after deposition or anodization that were not considered in the simulations.
Figure 2.3(b) shows the experimentally observed peak scattering signal (open squares) as
a function of oxide thickness for the same set of 10 Au nanoparticles. The error bars in the
experimental data represent the standard deviation of the peak scattering signal from all particles
at each oxide thickness. The scattering signal exhibits a gradual reduction as the Al2O3 thickness
increases. The solid line shows the corresponding numerical simulation results, and the error bars
on the simulated data correspond to a predicted 22% variation in peak scattering signal
corresponding to the known particle size variation, see Appendix A.2. The simulations exhibit a
similar reduction in scattering strength as the oxide thickness is increased. This reduction in
scattering strength is due in part to the frequency dependent imaginary part of the Au dielectric
function in this frequency range: as the oxide thickness increases from 3.6 nm to 16.3 nm, the blueshift of the plasmon resonance leads to an increase in Im(Au) from 1.64 to 2.14, resulting in
stronger plasmon damping for large oxide thickness.
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Figure 2-3: (a) Measured z-polarized plasmon resonance wavelength and (b) the corresponding
peak scattering signal of 60 nm diameter Au nanoparticles on an oxidized Al film as a function
of Al2O3 thickness. The lines represent the results from numerical simulations. The error bars on
the simulated data represent predicted signal variation due to the known colloid size dispersion.
The experimental observations can be understood in terms of the interaction of the
oscillatory nanoparticle dipole moment with its dynamic image dipole in the metal substrate.
Figure 2.4(a) schematically shows an Au nanoparticle on an aluminum film with an Al2O3 spacer
under TM illumination with electric field amplitude Ein. At the illumination angle in of the dark
field objective, θin ~ 69 ± 2, the illumination contains both x- and z-polarized components. These
field components in principle allow the excitation of two distinct sets of dipolar plasmon
resonances and resulting image charge distributions in the Al film corresponding to x-polarized
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excitation and z-polarized excitation. Figure 2.4(b) schematically shows the induced horizontal (xpolarized) oscillation of the particle dipole moment. At frequencies well below the Al plasma
frequency this dipole oscillation on the Au particle induces an oscillating image charge in the Al
film with a dipole moment opposite to that of the nanoparticle. This anti-parallel x-polarized dipole
orientation is known to result in a redshift in the scattering spectrum compared to the response of
an individual nanoparticle [46, 48, 118]. Figure 2.4(c) shows the corresponding situation for zpolarized excitation of the particle. In this case, the induced dynamic image dipole is parallel to
that of the nanoparticle, again leading to a redshift of the resonance. The longitudinal near-field
interaction between dipoles is known to be twice as strong as transverse interaction, suggesting
that a stronger red-shift would be observed for the z-polarized mode. Since the near-field dipoledipole interaction strength decreases rapidly as the dipole separation increases, the surface-induced
red-shift is expected to reduce as the oxide thickness is increased, corresponding to the
experimentally observed blue-shift for increasing oxide thickness. It should be noted that the finite
polarizability of Al2O3 also affects the particle response. Replacing the Al2O3 layer by an air gap
would place the particle in a lower refractive index environment, leading to an additional blueshift
of ~15 nm for large particle-film separation based on numerical simulations.
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Figure 2-4: Schematic representation of (a) darkfield illumination of a supported Au nanoparticle
on an oxidized aluminum film, (b) the particle polarization and image charge distribution
resulting from x-polarized excitation and (c) from z-polarized excitation, and (d) a color image
of the observed dark-field microscopy image of a Au particle on the native oxide layer on the Al
film
Due to the different interaction strength for lateral and normal dipoles, the presence of both
x-polarized and z-polarized excitation could be expected to produce a double peak feature in the
nanoparticle scattering spectra, with a different red-shift depending on the polarization. However,
the experimental results show single scattering peaks and pronounced ring-shaped scattering
patterns (see Figure 2.1:(a)-(e) and Figure 2.4(d)) indicating that only the z-polarized mode is
detected. The absence of the lateral oscillation mode in the scattering images and spectra can be
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understood by considering the charge configurations of the two oscillation modes. The vertical
mode induces an image dipole that is aligned along the particle dipole (Figure 2.4(c)), effectively
generating an extended dipole that can radiate into the far-field, albeit predominantly along the
sample surface. The horizontal mode on the other hand induces an image dipole that is oriented
anti-parallel to the particle dipole, corresponding to a predominantly quadrupolar charge
configuration (Figure 2.4(b)) which does not radiate effectively into the far-field for particle-image
charge separations much less than λ/2. A second independent reason for the absence of the lateral
dipole oscillation mode is related to the excitation efficiency. The oxide coated reflective Al
substrate affects p-polarized and s-polarized illumination components differently, leading to
significantly lateral and normal excitation field strengths. Assuming illumination with incoherent
light at an angle of 70 containing equal TM and TE contributions, the Fresnel reflection
coefficients predict that the Ez excitation 30 nm above an Al surface is approximately a factor 8
stronger than the Ex excitation. We therefore attribute the absence of a clear x-polarized
contribution in the scattering images and spectra to the combined effect of a reduced excitation
efficiency and a low radiation efficiency of the x-polarized mode. Note that the inhomogeneous
dielectric environment of the Au nanoparticles is also expected to lead to the excitation of
multipolar plasmon resonances. These multipolar resonances occur at frequencies above the
dipolar plasmon resonance, and are not observed in the experiments.
The results presented here unambiguously demonstrate the possibility of controlling
localized plasmon resonances through substrate anodization, with an experimentally observed
tuning range of ~30 nm. In the material system considered here the native oxide layer puts an upper
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bound on the resonance wavelength, as it sets a minimum distance between the nanoparticle and
the induced dynamic image charge. The simulated resonance wavelengths for thinner oxide layers
(Figure 2.3(a)) suggest that significantly larger red-shifts could be achieved in the absence of a
surface oxide layer. Experiments and applications utilizing these substrate-controlled resonances
will likely involve immersion of these structures in aqueous environments, which is expected to
result in an additional red-shift, reduced resonance linewidth, and improved field enhancement for
spherical Au nanoparticles. Finally, the experiments involved Au nanoparticles that are thought to
be only weakly bound to the sample surface. The fact that several anodization steps could be
carried out without apparent degradation of the electromagnetic response of the nanoparticles and
without detaching a majority of the particles suggests that the method shown here could be used
to tune the resonance response of wide variety of plasmon resonant nanoantenna structures,
provided that the antenna material is not affected significantly by the anodization process.

Summary
Plasmon resonance control of 60 nm diameter Au nanoparticles supported on an aluminum
film is demonstrated through substrate anodization, resulting in the formation of a thin Al2O3
spacer layer between the Au nanoparticles and the Al substrate. The Au nanoparticles produce
ring-shaped scattering images in dark-field microscopy, indicative of z-polarized plasmon
resonances. Single-particle scattering spectra show a consistent blue-shift of the plasmon
resonance and a gradual drop in the scattering signal strength as the Al2O3 thickness is increased.
The observations are explained in terms of oxide thickness dependent coupling between the
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nanoparticle and a dynamic image charge distribution in the substrate. The experimental results
and numerical simulations show remarkable agreement. The presented approach could be used for
post-fabrication plasmon resonance optimization in a wide variety of plasmonic nanoantenna
structures. The technique is simple, controlled, and could be useful for several applications that
rely on plasmonic nanoantennas such as SERS, plasmon enhanced photoemission, and
biodetection through observation of plasmon resonance shifts.
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3. WIDE-BAND SPECTRAL CONTROL OF GOLD NANOPARTICLE
PLASMON RESONANCES ON THERMALLY AND CHEMICALLY
ROBUST SENSING PLATFORM
Introduction
Plasmonic resonances of metal nanostructures are widely used in sensing applications due
to the extremely strong localized field enhancement they can produce, enabling the sensitive
detection of analyte molecules in ultrasmall volumes through changes in plasmon resonance
wavelength, fluorescence signal strength, and Raman scattering signal. Plasmon mediated field
enhancement has enabled single-molecule Raman spectroscopy in small metal nanoparticle
aggregates [52, 53]. The main enabling element in these experiments is the formation of nanogaps
between adjacent nanoparticles resulting in hot spots: regions that exhibit extremely high field
enhancement factors. While particle aggregates produce large field enhancement, the randomness
of the structure formation and the extreme sensitivity of the optical response to the gap size makes
nano-aggregates unpredictable, unstable, and difficult to produce reliably. For these reasons, a lot
of effort has been put into developing plasmon-mediated biochemical sensor platforms that can
provide small gap sizes while also having predictable and stable plasmon resonances. Select
approaches include the use of electron-beam lithography (EBL) [119, 120], on-wire lithography
[121, 122], and self-assembly [123-125].
An approach that has recently been receiving increasing attention is the use of chemically
synthesized metal nanoparticles deposited onto high dielectric constant substrates, or onto metallic
films with an optional spacer layer. In the resulting structures, a hot-spot is formed in the gap
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between the nanoparticle and the substrate due to the development of dynamic image charges in
the substrate [43, 126, 127]. This approach allows the controlled formation of structures that
provide high field enhancement using low-cost and simple fabrication methods [66, 128].
Moreover, this approach can make use of nanostructures that are close to their thermodynamic
equilibrium shape (approximately spherical), promising thermally stable performance. Finally, the
plasmon resonance wavelengths of supported nanoparticles can be controlled by modifying the
nanoparticle-to-substrate separation e.g. using a low-dielectric constant spacer layer on a largedielectric constant substrate. Using this approach, it has been shown that plasmon resonances of
gold nanoparticles which typically occur in the green can be tuned across the entire visible range
by changing the substrate composition [43, 109], modifying the substrate thickness [129], and
adjusting the gap size between the nanoparticle and the substrate [41, 42, 46, 130]. These
approaches move the plasmon resonance of stable Au nanospheres to frequencies well below Au
interband transitions, resulting in sharper plasmon resonances and larger field enhancement
factors. Prior demonstrations of substrate controlled plasmon resonance made use of organic
spacer layers [41, 131], which when used in Raman detection are expected to introduce a
background signal due to Raman scattering from the spacer layer molecules, and may be
chemically or thermally damaged relatively easily. An alternate approach using all-inorganic
materials resulted in fragile systems [46] due to weak oxide-substrate binding using the SiO2-Au
system, or a limited tuning range [130] due to the presence of a native oxide layer using the
Al2O3-Al system.
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To address these issues, here we present experiments on the control of the plasmon
resonance of Au nanoparticles using aluminum oxide (Al2O3) coated gold films experimentally
and numerically. We demonstrate that this structure provides reproducible Au nanoparticle
resonance spectra that can be spectrally tuned over at least an 80 nm bandwidth by varying the
oxide spacer thickness and that remain virtually unaltered upon high-power laser irradiation. The
controllable and reproducible plasmon resonance wavelength, large tuning range, stability of the
structure under laser irradiation, and the chemical stability of all materials used make the presented
system a good candidate for a reliable plasmonic sensing platform for applications such as surface
enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) and plasmon-enhanced fluorescence spectroscopy [132134].

Experiment and Simulation

3.2.1. Sample Preparation and Characterization
Aluminum oxide coated gold films were prepared by thermal evaporation using a multipocket Edwards FL 400 thermal evaporator (base pressure < 10-5 mbar). Gold films with a
thickness of 50 ± 2 nm were deposited onto glass cover slips using a 2 nm Cr wetting layer. Fewnm thick aluminum films were deposited onto the gold-coated samples without breaking vacuum.
A gold substrate without Al coating was used as a reference sample. The film thickness of all
deposited films was verified using a Woollam M2000 Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometer.
Al films are well known to form a thin native surface oxide layer of 2-4 nm [135] upon exposure
to ambient environment. The Al layers deposited in the experiment are thinner than the 3.6 nm
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Al2O3 thickness formed on thermal-evaporated Al films [130] and completely oxidized into a thin
Al2O3 layer after exposure to air. Indeed, no evidence of metallic aluminum was found in postdeposition variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry. Long range Al2O3 thickness variation on
each sample was verified by performing ellipsometry at various locations on the samples. The
variations in the measured thickness are included as error bars in Fig. 4. The root-mean-square
surface roughness of the samples was determined using atomic force microscopy (AFM). The
roughness was found to be ~1.5 nm on samples with and without Al2O3 coating, indicating that
the roughness is dominated by the Au film roughness. Following the deposition steps, a colloidal
solution of gold nanoparticles (BBInternational) with a batch-specific size distribution of
60.4 ± 2.6 nm was diluted in ethanol to a concentration of 2×108 particles/mL and drop coated
onto the substrates. The droplet was observed to spread rapidly across the sample surface and was
subsequently left to dry in air. Post-deposition microscopy of the samples revealed well-separated
optical scatterers attributed to the presence of isolated Au nanoparticles, with inter-particle
separations exceeding several microns.

3.2.2. Optical Microscopy and Spectroscopy
Dark field microscopy images were taken using an Olympus IX-71 inverted microscope
equipped with a 50× dark-field objective (Olympus UMPlanFL 50× BD, N.A.=0.75) and a Canon
EOS 450D digital camera. Spectral images of the samples were recorded using a HSi-440C
Hyperspectral Imaging System (Gooch & Housego) at a spectral resolution of 10 nm. Highresolution scattering spectra of individual gold nanoparticles were collected using an imaging
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spectrometer attached to the microscope (Horiba iHR320 with Synapse CCD array) with an
effective collection area of ~8 × 8 μm2 at the sample surface and a spectral resolution of 10 nm.
All spectra were corrected for the dark current, and normalized to the scattering spectrum of a
nearby region of the sample.

3.2.3. Numerical Simulation and Calculation
Numerical simulations were done based on the frequency domain finite integration
technique [29] using literature data for the dielectric functions of gold [115] and aluminum oxide
[114]. Details of the simulation and calculation procedures are provided in Appendix B.2.

3.2.4. Single Particle Stability Measurements
A linearly polarized 633 nm laser beam was focused onto the substrate at an angle of
incidence of 15 using off-center illumination of the back aperture of a 50× dark-field objective
(Olympus UMPlanFL 50× BD, N.A.=0.75). The beam polarization was chosen to result in ppolarized irradiation of the Au nanoparticles. The laser spot was found to be close to circular with
an approximately Gaussian beam profile and a FWHM of ~2.2 μm as measured by nanoparticlemediated beam sampling (see Appendix B.3.). The peak irradiance incident on the nanoparticles
was set to ~100 W/mm2.
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Results and Discussion
Darkfield microscopy images of gold nanoparticles on Al2O3 coated gold films with five
different Al2O3 thicknesses (0 nm, 1.31±0.18 nm, 1.54±0.21 nm, 2.20±0.32 nm, and 3.37±0.18
nm) were recorded by two CCD cameras; a Canon EOS 450D digital camera for real-color images
and a HSi-440C Hyperspectral Imaging System for spectral images. Figure 3.1(a)-(e) show
representative real-color dark-field microscopy images of isolated gold nanoparticles on five
samples. Figure 3.1(a) shows the scattering observed from three Au nanoparticles. The particles
appear green, with each particle exhibiting a single central maximum of the scattering intensity.
This kind of spot shape is known to be indicative of a laterally (surface-parallel) polarized charge
oscillation on the particle [136, 137]. In addition the green spots are seen to be surrounded by a
faint red ring-shaped scattering pattern. This spot shape is indicative of a z-polarized (vertically
polarized) plasmon resonance, and has been observed previously on metal nanoparticles on various
metallic substrates [42, 130, 136]. Figure 3.1(b)-(e) show similar images taken of samples with a
progressively thicker Al2O3 layer between the Au nanoparticle and the gold film. All images show
a similar red ring-shaped scattering pattern, while the green central spot appears relatively weak.
These images seem to suggest that the spectral differences among the four Al2O3 coated samples
are limited. Figure 3.1(f)-(j) show corresponding false-color images of the same particles shown
in Figure 3.1(a)-(e), based on images taken with a hyperspectral camera attached to the
microscope. Images were taken in the spectral range 500 nm - 800 nm with a collection bandwidth
of 10 nm per image, and a spectral sampling of 3 nm, resulting in a stack of 100 images. The
images were processed (see Appendix B.1.) resulting in a color mapping of the peak scattering
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wavelength according to the scale bar shown below the images. Figure 3.1(f) shows the false color
image of the same three Au nanoparticles on the gold film shown in Figure 3.1(a). Two main
differences are observed. First, the central maximum (green scattering signal in Figure 3.1(a)) is
not visible since the false-color mapping emphasizes wavelengths in the range 600 nm - 700 nm.
Second, instead of a ring-shaped scattering image, two separated scattering spots are observed.
This is a result of the polarization sensitive nature of the hyperspectral imager, eliminating the left
and right parts of the ring-shaped pattern. Figure 3.1(f)-(j) reveal that the red z-polarized plasmon
resonance is gradually tuned toward shorter wavelengths as the Al2O3 thickness increases.
Additionally, particles in each individual spectral image appear of the same color, showing that a
consistent resonance wavelength is obtained at each oxide thickness. These assertions are
corroborated by additional single particle scattering spectra presented below.
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Figure 3-1: (a)-(e) Real-color dark-field microscopy images of gold nanoparticles on gold
substrates with Al2O3 coating thickness 0, 1.3, 1.5, 2.2, and 3.4 nm, respectively. (f)-(j) Falsecolor images of these same nanoparticles obtained using a hyperspectral camera taken in the
range 500 - 800 nm. The color bar shows the wavelength representation used in figures (f)-(j).
To evaluate the response of the nanoparticles in Figure 3.1 in more detail, a large set of
single-particle scattering spectra were taken for each sample. Figure 3.2(a) shows a typical
scattering spectrum of an isolated gold nanoparticle on the gold substrate without Al2O3 (black
solid line). The gray region represents the one-sigma confidence interval obtained by taking
spectral measurements of fifteen randomly selected particles on the same sample. The spectrum
shows a plasmon enhanced scattering peak at a wavelength of 690 nm (1.775 eV), with a Full
Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of 88 nm (0.223 eV). The observed spectral shape and linewidth
are typical for a dipolar plasmon resonance in gold nanoparticles and similar to the extinction peak
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width of these gold nanoparticles in colloidal solution (~80 nm linewidth, specified by the
supplier). However the resonance wavelength is red-shifted by ~150 nm compared to the plasmon
resonance wavelength of 544 nm of these nanoparticles in colloidal solution (green dashed line
and arrow in Figure 3.2(a)). The measured spectra also contain weak scattering features around
500 - 550 nm. The insets of Figure 3.2(a) show spectral images obtained from the same particle
by collecting wavelength bands 545 - 555 nm (left), and 695 - 705 nm (right). These images
confirm that the signal between 500 - 550 nm originates from an at least partly laterally polarized
green plasmon resonance, while the signal at 690 nm originates from a z-polarized red plasmon
resonance. The large redshift of the z-polarized resonance results from an interaction between the
z-polarized electric dipole of the nanoparticle and induced dynamic image charges in the substrate
[38, 39, 130]. The observed variation in signal strength of the scattering spectra as indicated by
the confidence interval is attributed to the specified size variation of ±2.6 nm of the nanoparticles
leading to an anticipated variation of the scattering signal strength by as much as ~30% assuming
a scattering cross-section that is proportional to the square of the particle volume [2]. Note that the
relatively strong scattering strength of the z-polarized resonance seems at odds with the
observation of the weak red scattering in Figure 3.1(a). This is a result of the infrared cut filter
present in the camera, leading to reduced response at wavelengths larger than 600 nm.
Figure 3.2(b)-(e) show the corresponding typical spectra and confidence intervals for gold
nanoparticles on gold films coated with 1.3 nm (24 particles), 1.5 nm (14 particles), 2.2 nm (22
particles), and 3.4 nm (20 particles) thick Al2O3 spacer layers, respectively. As the oxide thickness
increases from 0 nm to 3.4 nm, the peak scattering wavelength is seen to blue-shift from 690 nm
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to 610 nm. This observed tuning range of 80 nm is significantly larger than that observed using
anodization of an Al substrate in Chapter 2, where a resonance shift of only ~30 nm was observed.
The larger tuning range is made possible by the absence of a limiting native oxide thickness, which
allows for smaller particle-substrate separations than can be achieved in an Al2O3-coated Al system
exposed to air. The scattering spectra of gold nanoparticles located directly on the gold film (Figure
3.2(a)) are seen to be broader than those of gold nanoparticles on Al2O3 coated substrates (Figure
3.2(b)-(e)), exhibiting linewidths of ~80 nm and 50 - 60 nm respectively. This may be due to the
increased importance of nonlocal effects on the Au response for small particle-substrate spacing
[138, 139]. Note that the scattering peak height of the z-polarized mode varies by less than 17%
as the oxide thickness is changed (one-sigma interval). Finally, note that for all Al2O3-coated
samples the lower bound of the confidence interval (marked by a vertical dash) peaks at a shorter
wavelength than the upper bound of the confidence interval (marked by a plus symbol). This
observation corroborates the assertion that the observed brightness fluctuations are due to particle
size variations, since larger nanoparticles are known to produce stronger scattering signal and
longer resonance wavelength, see e.g. Appendix A.2.
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Figure 3-2: (a)-(e) Measured scattering spectra from single gold nanoparticles on gold substrates
without an Al2O3 spacer layer and with 1.3, 1.5, 2.2, and 3.4 nm Al2O3 spacer layer, respectively.
The shaded region on each plot represents the confidence intervals of the measurement and the
black curve shows a typical scattering spectrum. The green arrow indicates the plasmon
resonance wavelength of gold nanoparticles in colloidal solution. The insets in (a) show spectral
images obtained from the same particle by collecting wavelength bands 545 - 555 nm and
695 - 705 nm. (f)-(j) Calculated scattering spectra of 60 nm gold nanoparticles on gold films
coated with 0 nm, 1.5 nm, 2 nm, 3 nm, and 4 nm of Al2O3, respectively. The blue curves in (f)-(j)
show the simulated scattering spectrum assuming the presence of a 0.75 nm thick organic
coating on the gold nanoparticle.
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To understand the observations made in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2(a)-(e), numerical
simulations were carried out (see Appendix B.2.). Figure 3.2(f) presents the simulated scattering
spectrum of a 60 nm diameter gold nanoparticle on a 50 nm gold film on a glass substrate with a
refractive index of 1.5 (black line). The simulated spectrum shows a broad and weak scattering
band around 550 nm and no evidence of a long wavelength resonance, markedly different from
the experimentally observed spectrum. Part of this difference may be due to the fact that the
simulation does not take into account the expected presence of organic ligands that remain on the
particle surface or the Au film surface after deposition from solution. The simulations were
repeated assuming that the nanoparticle surface is covered with a 0.75 nm thick organic layer,
corresponding to the thickness of a monolayer of normally oriented citrate molecules. This choice
results in a spectrum (Figure 3.2(f), blue line) that closely resembles the experimental data,
showing a clear peak at 697 nm and a weaker scattering peak at 580 nm.
Figure 3.2(g)-(j) show the simulated scattering spectra of 60 nm diameter gold
nanoparticles on gold films coated with a 1.5 nm, 2 nm, 3 nm and 4 nm thick Al2O3 layer. The
figures contain both the calculated spectra of gold nanoparticle with and without a 0.75 nm organic
coating. Both sets of the spectra show the same general trend as observed experimentally although
it is clear that the presence of organic ligands significantly blue-shifts the spectral response of the
particle.
To clarify the nature of the observed resonances, Figure 3.3 shows the calculated scattering
spectrum of an Au nanoparticle on the Au film, assuming the presence of a 0.75 nm organic coating
on the particle. The insets show electric field snapshots in the (x,z) plane of Ey (lateral field) at the
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green resonance (550 nm) under TE illumination and of Ez (normal field) at the red resonance (690
nm) under TM illumination, displayed on the same relative scale. The full color range represents
a maximum magnitude of 1.5 times the incident field strength. The lateral field distribution at the
green resonance shows moderate field enhancement throughout the particle responsible for part of
the observed scattering signal. The normal (z-polarized) field distribution at the red resonance, on
the other hand, shows a predominantly dipolar mode with a large electric field in the gap between
the nanoparticle and the gold substrate. The secondary peak at 575 nm is the result of a higher
order plasmon resonance of the nanoparticle with a net z-polarized dipole moment (see
Appendix B.2.).
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Figure 3-3: Calculated scattering spectrum of a 60 nm diameter Au nanoparticle coated with a
0.75 nm thick organic layer on a gold film. Insets show corresponding electric field snapshots at
550 nm and 690 nm under TE and TM illumination respectively, shown on the same relative
scale.
Figure 3.4(a) summarizes the measured scattering peak wavelengths as a function of the
Al2O3 thickness based on ~100 measured single-particle scattering spectra, as well as the
corresponding simulated data. The measured data (black squares) and the simulated data for
nanoparticles coated with a 0.75 nm organic ligand layer (red upward triangles) show a similar
dependence on spacer layer thickness. Figure 3.4(b) presents the corresponding data sets for the
relative peak scattering signal of the gold nanoparticles on each substrate. The measured scattering
intensity (solid squares) exhibits relatively little variation as the spacer layer thickness is changed.
This relative insensitivity of the scattering signal strength is reproduced in the simulations, both
with and without the assumed presence of an organic coating on the nanoparticles. The measured
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and simulated results show a very good agreement for both the peak resonance wavelength and
the scattering amplitude.

Figure 3-4: Measured and simulated scattering peak wavelength (a) and peak intensity (b) of
single gold nanoparticles on a gold film with different Al2O3 coating thicknesses.
To evaluate the applicability of these structures to SERS-based detection of molecules on
the particle surface, the enhancement of the surface-normal electric field Ez relative to the zcomponent of the incident field Ez,inc was determined underneath the particle inside the 0.75 nm
thick organic shell. The peak field enhancement factors Ez,peak/Ez,inc range from ~441 to ~39 for
the limiting cases of 0 nm Al2O3 and 4 nm Al2O3, respectively, corresponding to predicted SERS
enhancement factors |Ez,peak|4/|Ez,inc|4 ranging from 3.8×1010 to 2.4×106. This expression for the
SERS enhancement factor assumes that the detected Raman shifts are much smaller than the
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plasmon linewidth [140, 141]. These calculations do not take into account effects of non-locality
that are expected to reduce the field enhancement factors at small gap sizes. In addition, the listed
enhancement factors would change if the particle shape changes, e.g. when the incident laser power
exceeds the damage threshold of the irradiated structures. The particle stability against laser
irradiation will be investigated in the following section. Note that the use of an inorganic spacer
layer as done in the experiments has the added anticipated advantage that the support itself does
not add Raman lines typical of organic molecular bonds, and consequently it is expected that the
current structure allows for SERS measurements with relatively low Raman background signal.
Given the extreme sensitivity of the spectral position of the nanoparticle resonances to
structural changes on the sub-nanometer scale, it must be verified whether these structures remain
stable under typical measurement conditions in laser-excited spectroscopy such as SERS. To test
the stability of the structures under laser irradiation, isolated nanoparticles were exposed to laser
powers two orders of magnitude higher than those typically used in SERS of ~1 W/mm 2, and
scattering spectra of the same nanoparticle were obtained before and after laser irradiation to verify
spectral stability. A linearly polarized 633 nm laser beam was focused onto the substrate with the
peak irradiance incident on the nanoparticles ~100 W/mm2 for all subsequent measurements. The
beam polarization was chosen to result in p-polarized irradiation of the Au nanoparticles, necessary
for achieving the large gap-fields associated with the z-polarized resonance. Note that the laser
wavelength is close to the z-polarized resonance wavelengths experimentally observed in this
study.
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Figure 3-5: (a)-(e) Normalized scattering spectra of single gold nanoparticles on gold films
coated with 0 nm, 1.3 nm, 1.5 nm, 2.2 nm, and 3.4 nm Al2O3 layers, respectively. The red and
black curves represent the spectra before and after one minute of laser illumination at ~100
W/mm2, respectively. (f)-(j) Calculated scattering spectra of gold nanoparticles with (black line)
and without (red line) a 0.1 nm organic shell on gold films with 0 nm, 1.5 nm, 2 nm, 3 nm, and 4
nm Al2O3 coating, respectively. The black and red dashed lines in (f) correspond to the same
particle with a 0.6 nm and 0.5 nm organic coating, respectively.
Figure 3.5(a) shows scattering spectra of a gold nanoparticle on the gold substrate without
Al2O3 coating before and after laser irradiation for one minute shown on the same relative scale.
A significant change in the scattering spectrum is observed. Both the short and long wavelength
resonance shift significantly, and the brightness of the long wavelength peak is seen to reduce
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substantially. The experiment was repeated several times on separate particles, with similarly large
spectral changes observed in all cases. Notably, the scattering spectra of these particles were found
to be different after each successive irradiation, indicating that no stable equilibrium particle
configuration was reached. Figure 3.5(b) presents the scattering spectrum of a gold nanoparticle
on an Al2O3 coated gold substrate with a 1.3 nm Al2O3 thickness before and after laser irradiation.
Contrary to the observations in Figure 3.5(a), the nanoparticle on the thin Al2O3 coating shows a
relatively stable scattering spectrum. Irradiation is only seen to introduce a small (<10 nm) redshift of the spectrum, and a slight (<8 %) increase in the peak scattering intensity. Similarly small
changes in the scattering spectra were found in samples with 1.5 nm, 2.2 nm, and 3.4 nm thick
Al2O3 coatings, as shown in Figure 3.5(c)-(e), respectively. In contrast with the observations made
for particles in the absence of an Al2O3 coating, the spectra in Figure 3.5(b)-(e) remain stable after
prolonged irradiation.
The remarkable stability of Au nanoparticles on Al2O3 coated Au films under high power
laser irradiation is attributed to their close proximity to their equilibrium thermodynamic shape, as
well as the stability of the oxide spacer layer used. Given the subtle nature of the spectral changes
observed in Figure 3.5, it seems unlikely that the observed spectral shifts are the result of any
major changes in the nanoparticle shape. One possible origin of the small spectral shifts is the
slight modification of the particle-substrate interaction. To investigate this possibility, scattering
spectra were calculated of a gold nanoparticle on the same Al2O3 spacer layers as in Figure 3.2
with a 0.75 nm organic shell and a 0.6 nm organic shell on the nanoparticle (black and red solid
lines respectively). These simulations should be considered illustrations of the effect of sub56

nanometer changes in the effective particle-substrate separation, e.g. through slight nanoparticle
deformation, changes in configuration or position of any remaining organic ligands on the Au
nanoparticle surface, or the thermally stimulated removal of organic molecules from the gap
region. The possibility of the thermally induced temporary removal of a surface water layer was
rejected, since the red-shift persisted for minutes after the irradiation. Figure 3.5(g)-(j) show the
simulated spectra for the Al2O3 supported Au nanoparticle different organic shell thicknesses. For
each Al2O3 spacer layer thickness a similar effect is observed: the reduction of organic layer
thickness 1.5 Å results in a slight redshift of the resonance peak. These simulated resonance shifts
are slightly smaller than those observed in the corresponding experimental images (Figure 3.5(b)(e)). Intriguingly another experimentally observed trend is reproduced remarkably well by the
simulations: the experiments show that the peak scattering wavelength becomes less sensitive to
laser irradiation on samples with a thicker Al2O3 spacer layer. This trend is reproduced in the
numerical simulations while assuming an identical structural change in all cases (here represented
by a 1.5 Å reduction in the organic cover layer thickness). This trend can be understood by noting
that the distance dependence of the plasmon resonance becomes less pronounced at large spacer
layer thickness, as observed in Figure 3.4(a). These observations support the assumption that the
laser-induced spectral changes are related to small changes in particle-substrate interaction. Please
note that the presented data indicate the stability against irradiation of gold nanoparticles on an
Al2O3 coated gold substrate, however note that analyte molecules may decompose or otherwise be
modified at lower irradiation powers.
Despite the good correspondence between experimental and simulated trends in Figure 3.5
for Al2O3-coated samples, significant differences are observed for the sample not coated with
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Al2O3. The results obtained with the 1.5 Å reduction in organic shell thickness show a smaller
reduction in peak scattering signal and a smaller redshift than observed experimentally. The
differences are possibly due to the fact that the numerical simulations ignore non-local effects
[138, 139, 142] or effects related to electron tunneling expected to occur at small gap sizes [143145]. Given these caveats the simulations of the Au film without Al2O3 coating do not prove that
removal or modification of organic ligands are the root cause of the observed large spectral shift
in Figure 3.5(a), but rather illustrate that these large spectral changes may also be explained by the
type of sub-nanometer changes in particle-substrate separation assumed in Figure 3.5(g)-(j).
Several alternative hypotheses were considered to explain the observed spectral shifts
observed upon laser irradiation, including significant thermally induced changes in particle shape
(faceting), the formation of a finite electrically conductive contact area between particle and
substrate in the case of an Au nanoparticle on the Au film, and the development of the theoretically
expected contact angle of Au on Al2O3 upon laser irradiation. However, none of the corresponding
numerical simulations led to satisfactory agreement in spectral shape and spectral location, leading
to e.g. dramatically larger red-shifts or the development of pronounced multipolar resonances that
were not observed experimentally. The irradiances used here are also substantially lower than
those used in recent work that demonstrated particle deformation due to optical gradient forces
(~100 times) [146]. We therefore conclude that the spectral changes observed here are due to
minute changes in effective particle-substrate interaction, possible due to redistribution,
deformation, oxidation, or removal of surface molecular layers.
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Summary
In conclusion, we demonstrate wide-band plasmon resonance tuning of gold nanoparticles
on thermally and chemically stable Al2O3-coated gold substrates. Dark-field microscopy images
and hyperspectral images show well separated scattering patterns indicative of a strong z-polarized
plasmon resonance. Optical spectroscopy of individual nanoparticles shows spectral tuning from
690 nm to 610 nm as the Al2O3 thickness increases from 0 nm to 3.4 nm. The observed tuning
range of ~80 nm is three times larger than previously achieved for Au nanoparticle resonances
tuned with anodized Al substrates, as the current structure does not suffer from a limiting native
oxide layer thickness. Simulated scattering spectra show a good agreement with experimental
observations, and the corresponding field enhancement factors suggest SERS enhancement factors
well in excess of 106 are possible. The scattering spectra on Al2O3 coated Au films were found to
remain stable upon prolonged exposure to 100 W/mm2 laser illumination near the nanoparticle
plasmon resonance wavelength, demonstrating that this structure may be used as a reliable optical
biochemical sensing platform.
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4. EFFECT OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON SUBSTRATE-TUNED
GOLD NANOPARTICLE GAP PLASMON RESONANCES
Introduction
Substrate-tuned or film-coupled metal nanoparticle systems are promising for use in
plasmon-enhanced biochemical sensing applications due to their ability to provide large electric
field enhancement at controlled resonance wavelengths [127, 128, 131, 147]. These structures are
typically defined by depositing noble metal particles onto a metal-coated substrate, where nearfield interaction between the plasmon resonant particle and free charges in the substrate lead
dramatically change the optical response of the particle. Unlike plasmonic structures defined by
electron beam lithography or other top-down approaches, such film-coupled nanoparticle systems
are easy to fabricate, can use single-crystalline chemically synthesized metal nanoparticles, and
produce a well-defined hot-spot at the gap between the nanoparticle and the substrate. Recent
studies have shown that combining film-coupled nanoparticle structures with an inorganic spacer
can improve their stability under laser irradiation while maintaining large field enhancement
factors, making them great candidates for reliable optical sensors [130, 148]. A common method
for preparing such systems involves particle deposition from colloidal suspensions onto thermally
evaporated metal films. On such samples, variations in resonance frequency are routinely observed
despite the use of solutions with a narrow particle size distribution. These spectral variations may
be related to several factors, including nanoparticle size/shape variations in local dielectric
environment, and the presence of film surface roughness. While the effect of particle size, shape
variation, and local dielectric function on the particle resonances has been widely studied (see for
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example ref. [7, 149-151]), the effect of surface roughness has received relatively little attention
[152].
In this Chapter, we investigate the effect of surface roughness on the plasmon resonance
spectra of gold nanoparticles in a substrate-tuned nanoparticle system. Single-particle scattering
spectra of gold nanoparticles on a thermally deposited gold film were measured, revealing
significant spectral variations. To understand these observations numerical simulations of
representative local nanoscale geometries were carried out and compared with the experimentally
observed spectra. The results indicates that the experimentally observed spectral variation can be
understood in terms of the measured surface roughness, highlighting the importance of the film
surface morphology on the reliability of substrate-tuned nanoparticle structures. These effects
cannot be readily observed in ensemble measurements, but are expected to play a crucial role in
determining the performance of nanoparticle based plasmonic devices.

Experiment and Simulation

4.2.1. Sample Preparation
Sample preparation involved the thermal evaporation of a 2 nm thick chromium wetting
layer onto a glass cover slip (Thermo scientific) immediately followed by the thermal evaporation
of a gold film. The resulting gold film thickness was measured using variable angle spectroscopic
ellipsometry, and was found to be 48.7 ± 0.5 nm. The root mean square film roughness of the film
was found to be ~ 1 nm as measured using tapping-mode atomic force microscopy (AFM). The
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substrate was then incubated in a 10-3 mol/L 4-methylbenzenethiol (4-MBT, Sigma Aldrich)
solution in ethanol for two hours. Subsequently the substrate was thoroughly rinsed with ethanol
and dried using compressed air. This procedure produces a self-assembled monolayer of 4-MBT
molecules on a gold film [153-155], representative of a typical Surface Enhanced Raman
Scattering (SERS) test structure. Gold nanoparticles were deposited onto the substrate by
incubating the substrate for 10 minutes in an 80 nm gold nanoparticle solution (BBInternational,
batch-specific mean diameter of 80.7 nm with size variation 2σ < 7.8%) diluted in ethanol to a
concentration of 5×108 particles/mL. The substrate was subsequently rinsed with ethanol and dried
using compressed air. The method resulted in a low particle areal density enabling single particle
spectroscopy.

4.2.2. Microscopy and Spectroscopy
Optical microscopy and single particle spectroscopy of gold nanoparticles on the gold films
were carried out using an inverted microscope (Olympus IX71). A Canon EOS 450D digital
camera was used for image capture, and an imaging spectrometer attached to the microscope
(Horiba iHR320 with Synapse CCD array) was used for single particle spectroscopy. Scattering
spectra were obtained using a 50 dark field objective with an illumination angle of ~77°
(Olympus UMPlanFl 50 BD, N.A.=0.75). The scattered light from the particle was collected by
the same objective and sent to either the camera or the spectrometer. For spectroscopy, the
collection area was set to be 6 μm × 2.6 μm by limiting the spectrometer entrance slit width and
using vertical binning of the recorded CCD data. The spectral resolution in all measurements was
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6 nm. Single-particle scattering spectra Isc were obtained by using the relation Isc=(S-R)/R, where
S and R were the collected signal from an area containing a nanoparticle and a nearby region
without nanoparticles, respectively. The subtraction removes any background signal related to
scattering from the substrate. The obtained scattering spectra were peak-normalized to facilitate
comparison.

Results and Discussion
Figure 4.1(a) shows a darkfield microscopy image of a representative area of the sample,
showing sparsely distributed gold nanoparticles on the gold film. The particles exhibit similar
scattering color and intensity, with most particles producing a red ring and a weak central green
spot as seen in the insets in Figure 4.1 (a). These features are known to correspond to scatterers
with a low-frequency (red) vertical scattering resonance and a high-frequency (green)
predominantly lateral scattering component [148]. Figure 4.1(b) presents peak-normalized single
particle scattering spectra from 21 randomly selected gold nanoparticles on the gold film. The
spectra were approximately sorted by peak scattering energy to facilitate comparison between
spectra. The vertical dashed line indicates the average peak resonance energy of the scattering
spectra at 1.67 eV (745 nm). The vertical dotted lines represent the statistical variation in peak
position spanning two standard deviations on each side (±2σ = ±63 meV). Spectral variation of
this magnitude could significantly affect the performance and reliability of this substrate-tuned
nanoparticle plasmonic system when used e.g. as a SERS substrate.
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Figure 4-1: (a) A darkfield microscopy image of gold nanoparticles on a gold film. The insets
show a magnified view of two representative particles. (b) Peak-normalized single particle
scattering spectra from randomly selected gold nanoparticles.
To trace the origin of the observed spectral variations, we first consider the effect of surface
roughness on single particle scattering spectra by simulating representative geometries. This is a
challenging issue: due to the largely random nature of the surface roughness, each particle is
situated in a slightly different local environment. In order to find representative geometries based
on the surface morphology as measured by AFM, it was assumed that the liquid-based particle
deposition places the particles at local height minima. Possible particle locations were found using
a numerical algorithm that extracted the lowest geometrically possible z-position of an 80 nm
diameter nanosphere at each lateral position of the AFM scan. Each local z-minimum from this
data set was considered to be a possible particle location after deposition. Figure 4.2(a) shows the
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AFM image of the gold film used in this analysis. Figure 4.2(b) shows a zoomed-in perspective of
the sample surface at a randomly selected local minimum, with the outline of an 80 nm diameter
gold nanoparticle superimposed at the corresponding local z-minimum. Note that the measured
local curvature of the gold film is similar to the known curvature of the gold nanosphere, implying
that surface roughness can significantly affect the particle-substrate separation in the important
junction region underneath the particle. Since the particle locations considered here represent local
minima, the particle may have either one or three contact points with the substrate at these
locations. In the case of one contact point the particle is separated from the metal film only by the
thickness of the 4-MBT layer, while in the case of three contact points, an air gap may form directly
underneath the particle. As will be shown below, the variation in this particle-substrate gap is a
key factor in determining the variability in nanoparticle resonance spectra in substrate-tuned
nanoparticle systems with finite surface roughness.
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Figure 4-2: (a) AFM image of a gold film thermally evaporated on glass. (b) Example surface
geometry near a liquid-deposited gold nanoparticle deposited on top of the surface shown in (a).
(c) Normalized gap size histogram from over 1,200 possible particle locations.
To determine whether gap size variation could account for the amount of spectral variation
observed in the experiments, the geometrically predicted gap size was extracted for all possible
particle positions obtained from the AFM data. Figure 4.2(c) shows the gap size histogram
obtained from analyzing over 1,200 local particle height minima. The data is displayed at a bin
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size of 2 Å where the first bin extending from -2 Å to 0 Å represents particle positions that produce
zero gap size (single contact point). A key point to note is that only 10% of the particle locations
produce zero gap size, suggesting that most deposited particles deposited randomly on this
substrate will not have a contact point directly underneath the particle. While the obtained gaps
and gap size variations are small, they can cause to substantial variations in peak scattering
wavelength.
To convert the gap sizes in Figure 4.2(c) to predicted scattering spectra, representative
geometries with a single contact point as well as geometries with three contact points and varying
gap sizes were considered. The nanoscale local particle environment was modeled by defining
three spherical protrusions on a gold film, arranged in an equilateral triangle and separated by a
distance P as shown in Figure 5.3(a). The gold film is assumed to be covered by a 0.5 nm thick
layer of 4-MBT molecules, corresponding to the molecule used in the surface preparation. Based
on the known surface morphology from the AFM data the protrusions were chosen to have a radius
of curvature (Rp) of 0.8RNP and separation (P) of 25 nm respectively. This choice of P corresponds
to the most prevalent spatial frequency present in the measured AFM scan of the gold surface,
while the curvature of the protrusions is similar to typical surface curvature values throughout the
AMF scan. Different gap sizes (d) are achieved by varying the z-position of the protrusions. A side
view of the resulting surface structure is shown in Figure 4.3(b), corresponding to the plane marked
by the vertical dashed line in Figure 4.3(a). Figure 4.3(c) shows a perspective of one of the used
geometries with an 80 nm diameter nanosphere superimposed.
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Figure 4-3: Schematic of a representative simulation geometry and relevant parameters showing
(a) a top view without a gold nanoparticle showing three protrusions, (b) a side view along the
dashed line in (a) with a deposited gold nanoparticle present, and (c) a perspective view of the
final structure.
The optical response of representative geometries was simulated using the threedimensional frequency domain finite integration technique [29], following the method described
in Chapter 2. Briefly, a simulation volume of 240×240×310 nm3 was illuminated with a ppolarized electromagnetic wave at an angle of incidence of 77°, corresponding to the illumination
angle used in the experiment, and the scattering spectrum is obtained from the dipole moment of
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the nanoparticle. The dielectric function of gold was taken from the literature [115] and the
refractive index of the molecular layer was assumed to be 1.55. The laterally polarized dipole
component which is responsible for the green scattering spot was not considered in this calculation
due to its small contribution to the main resonance peak. Figure 4.4(a) shows the simulated
normalized scattering spectrum associated with the z-polarized dipole moment of a gold
nanoparticle on a flat gold film. The spectrum shows a main z-polarized scattering peak at an
energy of 1.59 eV (781 nm), somewhat lower than the typical spectral position of the main
resonances in Figure 4.1(b). A snapshot of the surface-normal field component is included for
excitation at the peak wavelength as indicated by the arrow. Figure 4.4(b) shows the corresponding
results for a gold nanoparticle on a corrugated surface with d=0 (dashed line). The corrugation is
seen to cause a small red-shift of the main peak to 1.58 eV (786 nm) compared to the results in
Figure 4.4(a). The solid line shows the results for a corrugated structure with d = 0.39 nm (solid
line), corresponding to the average gap size obtained from Figure 4.2(c). The introduction of a
0.39 nm gap is seen to cause a significant blueshift of the main resonance peak to 1.71 eV (727
nm), close to the average resonance peak position of 1.67 eV in the experiment. A snapshot of the
surface-normal field distribution at this gap size is included for the peak wavelength as indicated
by the arrow. The simulated scattering spectra at zero gap show clear secondary peaks at higher
energy, which based on field snapshots (not shown) are attributed to higher order gap modes.
Evidence for such modes appears to be present in several of the experimental spectra in Figure
4.1(b), and intriguingly they indeed appear most prevalent in spectra with low-frequency main
peaks. Based on the results presented in Figure 4.4 it is clear that realistic changes in local surface
geometry can produce spectral variations of a magnitude similar to those observed experimentally.
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Figure 4-4: Normalized scattering spectra of a gold nanoparticle (a) on a flat gold film and (b) on
a corrugated gold surface with d = 0 (dashed line) and d = 0.39 nm (solid line). The field-plots
show two-dimensional electric field distributions at the main resonance peak of the spectra as
indicated by the green arrows.
While the presented simulations demonstrate that roughness-related gap-size variations can
account for the observed spectral fluctuations, the known particle size distribution in the used
colloidal nanoparticle solution could also play a role. To investigate this possibility, particle-size
dependent scattering spectra were calculated. Figure 4.5(a) shows a contour graph of the simulated
scattering spectra of gold nanoparticles with a diameter in the range 73.76 nm to 86.24 nm,
deposited on a flat gold surface. This range matches the known 2 particle size variation from the
experiment. The main resonance energy of each simulated spectrum is marked by a black square
for clarity. For comparison the horizontal black dashed line indicates the average resonance energy
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obtained from the measured scattering data, and the grey dashed lines correspond to the
experimentally determined ± 2σ variation. The black solid line represents a linear fit to the
simulated peak positions. All spectra show a strong low-frequency peak with a small redshift
compared with the experimentally observed resonance wavelength as well as a short wavelength
peak previously attributed to a higher order gap resonance. As the particle size is increased, a small
redshift of the main resonance is observed. Based on the known size variation and the sizedependent simulated scattering spectra, an average resonance energy of 1.59 eV and a 2σ spectral
variation of ± 17.5 meV are predicted, as indicated by the blue circle and its energy error bars.
These values are notably smaller than the spectral variation observed in the experiments,
demonstrating that particle size variation alone is not sufficient to explain the experimental results.
To quantitatively compare the measured and predicted spectral variations related to surface
roughness effects, simulations of the rough surface with different gap sizes were carried out. Figure
4.5(b) shows a contour graph of the scattering spectra of 80 nm diameter gold nanoparticles on a
rough surface with Rp = 0.8RNP and P = 25 nm as a function of gap size. The black solid line
represents an empirical fit to the data. As the gap size is increased the low-energy peak in the
scattering spectra blueshifts from 1.58 eV to 1.74 eV. This simulated gap-size-dependence of the
main scattering peak was used to convert the gap size histogram (Figure 4.2(b)) to a resonance
energy histogram. The thus obtained average resonance energy of 1.68 eV is shown as a blue circle
in Figure 4.5(b) while the error bar of ± 105 meV shows the predicted 2σ variation. The predicted
resonance energy and variation agree reasonably well with those of the measured spectra which
show an average resonance at 1.67 eV and 2σ=63 meV.
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Figure 4-5: (a) Contour graph of the scattering spectra of gold nanoparticles with different sizes
on a flat gold film. (b) Contour graph of the scattering spectra of an 80 nm diameter gold
nanoparticle on a rough surface as a function of air gap size d. The black dashed line represents
the average resonance energy from the experiment and the two grey dashed lines span 2σ on
each side. The black squares mark the main peak positions and the solid lines show empirical fits
to the peak position. The blue circles represent experimentally expected spectral positions and
variations based on numerical simulations.
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The numerical simulations demonstrate that a typical roughness of ~ 1 nm on a thermally
evaporated gold film is sufficient to significantly affect the substrate-tuned resonance of 80 nm
diameter particles. This is a consequence of the fact that plasmon resonances on supported
nanoparticles evolve into gap plasmons at small particle-substrate separations, making the
resonances extremely sensitive to the exact nanoscale geometry near the particle-substrate
junction. The effect of local geometry is expected to be slightly less pronounced when taking into
account nonlocal effects, where are known to lead to a blueshift in the gap resonance frequency
and a weaker dependence of resonance wavelength on small gap sizes [139]. Finally, it should be
pointed out that some of the observed effects could be avoided by using alternate substrate
preparation techniques that minimize surface roughness, including template stripping [156] or the
use of chemically synthesized single-crystal gold films [157].

Summary
This chapter presents the effect of surface roughness on the plasmon resonance of gold
nanoparticles on a gold film. The surface roughness of a thermally evaporated gold film was shown
to have a significant effect on the average resonance wavelength and on spectral variation. This is
attributed to the statistical nature of the formation of the local environment of randomly deposited
gold nanoparticles. The study demonstrates the importance of surface roughness in substrate-tuned
nanoparticle structures, and suggests that the achievement of consistent resonance frequencies and
field enhancement factors with deposited nanoparticles necessitates the use of specialized
substrates with minimal surface roughness.
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5. GAP-PLASMON ENHANCED
GOLD NANOPARTICLE PHOTOLUMINESCENCE
Introduction
The first observation of gold photoluminescence (PL) was reported in 1969 by Mooradian
who observed a broad unpolarized emission spectrum with an emission peak at ~500 nm. These
findings were attributed to radiative recombination of holes in the d-band with electrons in the spband [70] with an estimated emission quantum efficiency of the order of 10-10. In 1986 Boyd et al.
developed a detailed model describing the photoluminescence from roughened metal films in
terms of band structure and field enhancement factors. By describing the rough surface as a random
collection of grounded nanoscale hemispheres and considering the field enhancement at the
excitation and emission wavelengths, good agreement between measured and experimental
photoluminescence data was obtained [158]. Since those early observations advances in
nanofabrication have enabled the systematic investigation of photoluminescence from large
collections of gold nanostructures. Such ensemble measurements revealed unusually strong PL
signal which unlike that observed in bulk gold shows emission peaks that correlate with plasmonrelated peaks in the extinction spectra, suggesting that surface plasmons are involved in the
emission enhancement [71-75]. More recently, advances in microscopy and spectroscopy
techniques have enabled the investigation of the PL response of individual gold nanostructures.
These single-particle studies demonstrated a close correlation between the PL spectra and their
scattering spectra, and confirmed the increase in PL quantum yield compared to bulk gold [159163]. Moreover, it was observed that the enhanced PL from anisotropic gold nanostructures results
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in emission with a polarization angle aligned with the polarization direction of a spectrally matched
plasmon resonance, even when the structure is excited at frequencies far from the resonance [163165]. Most studies describe the enhancement in terms of a plasmon-enhanced e-h pair generation
rate and a plasmon-enhanced radiative recombination efficiency, both associated with the
enhanced local electric fields that occur near the plasmon resonance frequency. In addition it has
recently been proposed that excitation of high-angular-momentum plasmons can become a major
nonradiative e-h recombination channel for holes located near the metal surface [166]. Despite the
general agreement on the main contributing factors to the fluorescence enhancement, few studies
quantitatively analyze these effects at the single particle level [72-75, 162-165].
A plasmonic system that recently received a significant amount of attention is the filmcoupled nanoparticle system. Metal particles deposited on metallic or highly polarizable substrates
or films exhibit resonances that are strongly localized near the gap between the particle and the
substrate. The field enhancement provided by such gap-plasmons can significantly exceed that of
individual nanosphere resonators, and it has been used in plasmon-mediated optical sensing
applications including the detection of local chemical reactions [167] and surface enhanced Raman
scattering of molecules [66, 109, 128, 147]. This structure is also of interest due to its ability to
generate energetic electrons and holes in the important junction region of a nanoparticle with a
dielectric-coated substrate, which may have applications in plasmon enhanced (internal)
photoemission and plasmon mediated photocatalysis [78, 85, 86, 168]. In addition, film-coupled
nanoparticles offer several advantages over other coupled plasmonic resonators that support gap
plasmons. These include their ease of fabrication, their highly reproducible optical response, their
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structural stability, and their wideband spectral tunability through variation of the particlesubstrate separation [130, 148, 169]. These factors make film-coupled nanospheres a promising
platform for the quantitative analysis of plasmon enhanced gold photoluminescence and related
electronic effects. The present study uses a combination of single particle scattering spectroscopy
and single particle multi-wavelength excited photoluminescence spectroscopy to determine the
magnitude and physical origin of the gold PL enhancement by gap plasmons. A numerical
approach is presented that achieves quantitative agreement between the observed and modeled PL
enhancement spectra. We show a maximum measured PL enhancement factor as high as 28000 at
the gap mode resonance wavelength, relative to the PL signal obtained from a planar gold film
with an area equal to the physical cross-section of the nanoparticle.

Experiment and Simulation

5.2.1. Sample Preparation
An Al2O3 coated gold film was prepared by thermal evaporation using a multipocket
Edwards FL 400 thermal evaporator. A 2 nm thick chromium wetting layer was deposited onto a
glass cover slip (Thermo scientific), immediately followed by the thermal evaporation of a 50 nm
gold film. A few-nanometer thick aluminum layer was deposited on the gold layer without
breaking vacuum. The aluminum film completely oxidizes into an Al2O3 layer after exposure to
air. The Al2O3 thickness was measured using variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry, and was
found to be 3.4 nm. Gold nanoparticles were drop-coated on the substrate and left to dry in air
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from an ethanol-diluted monodispersed gold nanoparticle colloidal solution (BBInternational)
with a particle diameter of 80.7 nm (size variation σ < 3.9%).

5.2.2. Single Particle Microscopy and Spectroscopy
Optical microscopy and spectroscopy were performed on an Olympus IX-71 inverted
microscope equipped with standard dark field optics using a 50 dark field objective (Olympus
UMPlanFl 50 BD, collection N.A. = 0.75, 77° illumination angle). Dark field images and single
particle spectra were recorded using a Canon EOS 450D digital camera and an imaging
spectrometer (Horiba iHR320 spectrometer equipped with Andor DU401-BR-DD CCD camera),
respectively. The large inter-particle separation allows for the spatial selection of individual
nanoparticles for spectroscopy by limiting the spectrometer entrance slit width and using vertical
binning of the recorded CCD data (collection area ~6×4 m2). All spectra were collected with a
10 second exposure time and corrected for the detector dark current. The raw spectra were
averaged over 18 pixels to match the optical spectral resolution of 10 nm. The scattering spectrum
of gold nanoparticles was obtained by collecting the scattered signal from the particle (INP),
subtracting the scattered signal from a nearby area without a nanoparticle (Iref) , and dividing by
the latter, corresponding to the formula Iscat = (INP – Iref)/Iref.

5.2.3. Photoluminescence Measurement
For single-particle PL measurements each nanoparticle was aligned to the center of the
laser spot using a three-axis piezo-controlled sample stage. The reflected laser beam was blocked
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using a beam stop and any remaining Rayleigh scattered laser light was suppressed using a 550
nm long pass filter in the case of 532 nm excitation and a notch filter in the case of 633 nm
excitation. Photoluminescence spectra were recorded under 100 uW continuous wave irradiation
with the same collection system as used in the scattering spectroscopy but using a 60 second
integration time and ~6×10 μm2 collection area. All spectra were corrected for the detector dark
current and the grating and detector spectral response functions.

5.2.4. Numerical Simulation and Calculation
Frequency domain full field electromagnetic simulations were carried out using CST
Microwave Studio [29] assuming a unit cell boundary condition with a lateral cell size of 240 nm
× 240 nm. Plane waves with TE and TM polarization were used as the excitation sources.
Simulated electric field distributions at an angle of incidence of 77° and 35° were used to calculate
the gold particle scattering spectrum and PL enhancement spectrum, respectively. Literature data
were used for the dielectric functions of gold [115] and Al2O3 [114]. The scattering spectrum of a
gold nanoparticle was calculated using the method described in Ref. [148]. Briefly, the calculated
electric fields in the particle and the gold film were first used to calculate the total electric dipole
of the structure (μ). The scattering spectrum is assumed to be proportional to the dipole radiation
power Iscat ∝ ω4|μ|2.[1] The PL spectrum from gold in the simulated structure was obtained based
on the simulated electric field distributions by integrating Eq. (4-2) throughout the gold volume.
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Results and Discussion
Figure 5.1(a) shows a dark-field microscopy image of the gold nanoparticles sparsely
distributed on the Al2O3 coated gold film. The film-coupled nanoparticles predominantly scatter
red light and appear ring-shaped, characteristic of a vertically polarized gap mode plasmon
resonance [42, 127, 130]. Figure 5.1(b) presents the peak-normalized measured scattering
spectrum Iscat (solid line) of the nanoparticle highlighted by the white circle in Figure 5.1(a). The
scattering spectrum has a strong resonance peak at ~650 nm with a full width at half-maximum
(fwhm) of ~68 nm, and a small shoulder at a wavelength of ~550 nm. Spectral measurements on
several other particles reveal typical variations in peak scattering wavelength on the order of ±10
nm. For additional representative spectra see Appendix C. Numerical simulations of the scattering
spectrum were carried out to identify the modes responsible for the features in the experimental
scattering spectrum. Figure 5.1(c) shows the simulated scattering spectrum of an 80 nm diameter
spherical Au nanoparticle on a gold film coated with a 2.8 nm Al2O3 film, close to the
experimentally determined Al2O3 thickness. The simulations reproduce the experimentally
observed scattering peak position of 652 nm, as well as the presence of a secondary peak at shorter
wavelength. Figures 1d and 1e show the simulated distribution of the electric field magnitude at
550 nm and at 652 nm, respectively, shown on the same scale. The main resonance peak at 652
nm is seen to correspond to a highly confined plasmon mode with most of the field concentrated
near the gap between the particle and the gold film (gap plasmon) [127]. At this frequency the
peak field amplitude inside the gold particle exceeds the incident field strength by a factor 17 under
TM illumination. The electric field distribution under 550 nm excitation shows the presence of a
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higher order resonance with lower overall field enhancement than the main resonance. This mode
appears relatively prominent in the simulated scattering spectrum in Figure 5.1(c) compared to the
experimental results. This difference may be due to the fact that the simulations do not take into
account the nonlocal nature of the metal dielectric function, which is known to suppress modes
exhibiting significant field variation over a typical distance vf/f with vf the Fermi velocity and f the
plasmon resonance frequency through a process known as Landau damping [170]. In gold at
550 nm this distance is 2.5 nm, which is indeed comparable to the spatial field variation near the
gap of the electric field distribution at 550 nm in Figure 5.1(d).
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Figure 5-1: (a) Dark field microscopy image of 80 nm diameter gold nanoparticles on an Al2O3
coated gold film. (b and c) Measured and simulated scattering spectra of the gold nanoparticle
highlighted in (a). (d and e) The simulated distribution of the electric field magnitude under
illumination at respectively 550 nm and at 652 nm TM at an angle of incidence of 77.
Photoluminescence measurements of individual gold nanoparticles were carried out using
continuous wave excitation at either 532 nm or 633 nm. The experimental setup is shown
schematically in Figure 4.2(a). A 100 μW laser beam (532 nm or 633 nm) is sent into the
microscope via a laser port and directed off-center to the microscope objective, leading to ppolarized illumination at the sample surface at a measured angle of incidence of ~35°. The fwhm
of the laser spot at both wavelengths was determined to be ~2.8±0.2 μm using the nanoparticlemediated beam sampling method described in Ref. [148]. This excitation geometry provides the
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surface-normal electric field component needed to excite the gap mode on the Au nanoparticles.
This is illustrated by the simulation results in Figure 5.2(b) and (c), showing a snapshot of the zcomponent of the electric field under p-polarized excitation respectively at 532 nm and 633 nm at
an angle of 35, scaled to the same field value. These excitation wavelengths are close to the gap
mode resonance wavelengths, and indeed in both cases the excited field distribution is seen to be
strongly confined in the gap. Note that the mode excited at 532 nm exhibits a higher spatial
frequency along the particle perimeter and lower internal field strength compared to the mode
excited at 633 nm.
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Figure 5-2: (a) The experimental configuration for single-particle photoluminescence
spectroscopy. (b and c) Snapshots of the simulated electric field distributions respectively under
532 nm and at 633 nm excitation at a 35 angle of incidence.
Figure 5.3(a) shows gold photoluminescence spectra collected under 532 nm excitation,
obtained from the sample shown in Figure 5.1(a). The dark green line shows the signal when
exciting a region of the gold film not containing a nanoparticle, resulting in a broad featureless
emission spectrum with a short-wavelength onset governed by the long-pass filter used to suppress
Rayleigh scattering. This emission is commonly attributed to the excitation of d-band electrons to
the sp-band followed by radiative carrier recombination [158, 171]. Based on the absorbed laser
power, the collection efficiency, and the integrated photon count the quantum efficiency of the
detected photoluminescence is estimated to be 3×10-10. This matches typical numbers reported in
the literature, providing further evidence that the collected signal originates from the gold film
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[70]. The bright green line in Figure 5.3(a) shows the PL signal collected when the nanoparticle
highlighted in Fig. 1a is moved into the center of the excitation spot. In this case a similar broad
luminescence background is present, however additional signal appears near the nanoparticle gap
mode resonance wavelength, resulting approximately in a doubling of the PL signal at 660 nm.
Remarkably, this signal doubling is achieved using a particle that has a physical cross section three
orders of magnitude smaller than the laser spot area, see the left sketch in Figure 5.3(a). Figure
5.3(b) shows the corresponding data under 633 nm excitation. In this case the signal from an area
not containing a nanoparticle (dark red line) is again broad and featureless, but a factor 2.4 weaker
than when excited with green light. This reduction in signal is attributed to the fact that at this
lower excitation energy fewer interband transitions are available, as evident from the Au band
structure and the Au dielectric function, leading to a reduced e-h pair generation rate. Note that the
spectrum shows a narrowband dip near the laser line. This is caused by the response of the notch
filter that was used to suppress Rayleigh scattering of the excitation laser. The PL signal from the
area containing the nanoparticle (bright red line) is remarkably strong under 633 nm excitation,
exceeding the corresponding background signal by a factor ∼16 at the main gap-plasmon
resonance wavelength. The nanoparticle (NP)-enhanced PL emission appears to have a different
spectral shape under different excitation conditions, which is largely due to the different relative
contribution of NP-mediated PL and the Au film PL background in these two cases; see
Appendix C. No experimental evidence was found for photoluminescence excited via propagating
surface plasmon polaritons on the gold.
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Figure 5-3: Photoluminescence spectra collected under 532 nm excitation (a) and 633 nm
excitation (b) from areas containing a gold nanoparticle (bright green and bright red lines) and no
gold nanoparticle (dark green and dark red lines). The insets schematically show that a gold
nanoparticle adds PL signal at the particle resonance wavelength (red arrows) to the weak
background PL.
To investigate the nanoparticle PL enhancement quantitatively we define a
photoluminescence enhancement factor gPL as
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𝑔𝑃𝐿 (𝜆𝑒𝑥𝑐 , 𝜆𝑒𝑚 ) =

𝐼𝑁𝑃 − 𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚
𝜎𝑁𝑃

(5-1)

where INP is the PL signal collected when illuminating an area containing a particle, Ifilm is the
signal collected from a substrate area away from the particle, Aeff is the effective laser spot area
defined as Aeff = R1/e2 with R1/e the spot radius at 1/e of the peak irradiance, and NP is the physical
cross-section of the NP. With this definition, the enhancement factor represents the PL signal
added by the presence of the particle, relative to the PL signal from a substrate area with a size
equal to the physical cross-section of the particle excited at the same irradiance. This enhancement
factor is independent of the laser spot size, does not depend on the intrinsic wavelength-dependent
e-h generation efficiency, and does not depend on the intrinsic wavelength dependent emission
efficiency. Figure 5.4(a) shows the experimentally obtained PL enhancement spectra gPL for the
gold nanoparticle highlighted in Fig. 1a excited with 532 nm and 633 nm laser beams (green and
red solid lines, respectively), based on the curves in Figure 5.3 and the measured laser spot sizes.
For comparison the peak-normalized scattering spectrum of the particle has been included (black
dashed line, right axis). Several features should be noted. First, the maximum PL enhancement
occurs close to the main plasmon resonance wavelength of the nanoparticle. Second, the shape of
the enhancement spectrum appears identical for the two excitation wavelengths. Third, the overall
enhancement factors achieved under 633 nm excitation are approximately an order of magnitude
larger than under 532 nm excitation. These observations reproduce quantitatively when using a
different particle on the same sample (see Appendix C). The largest enhancement is achieved near
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the gap mode resonance under excitation near the resonance frequency, showing a peak
enhancement factor of 28000.

Figure 5-4: The measured (a) and calculated (b) photoluminescence enhancement spectra gPL for
a gold nanoparticle excited with 532 nm (green solid lines) and 633 nm (red solid lines) laser
lines. The black dashed lines show the measured and calculated peak-normalized scattering
spectra of the particle.
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To understand the observations in Figure 5.4, we quantitatively model the
photoluminescence enhancement factor by evaluating the nanoparticle-induced changes in e-h
generation rate and emission efficiency based on simulated electric field distributions. The
electron-hole pair generation rate in a volume element dV inside gold is proportional to
2

′′ ⃗
′′ (𝜔)
𝜀𝐼𝐵
|𝐸𝑇𝑀 (𝑟, 𝜔)| where  is the angular frequency of the excitation source, 𝜀𝐼𝐵
is the part of

the imaginary dielectric function related to interband transitions at the excitation frequency, and
𝐸⃗𝑇𝑀 (𝑟, 𝜔) is the simulated field distribution under TM excitation at the experimental angle of
incidence (see Figure 5.2(b) and Figure 5.2(c) for corresponding field cuts). To determine the
enhancement of the emission efficiency, we make several assumptions. First, we assume that
radiative e-h recombination in the gold film is highly inefficient and remains highly inefficient in
the presence of the nanoparticle. In this case any changes in emission rate are accompanied by an
improvement of the emission efficiency by the same factor. Second, we assume that the radiative
emission rate into a given narrow angular range is proportional to the simulated local electric field
intensity under plane wave excitation at an angle in that range. Third, we assume that the collected
PL spectrum is dominated by signal emitted at the highest collected angle. Since radiative
recombination may lead to s- or p-polarized emission, we take into account simulated fields
ETM(em) and ETE(em) for TM and TE polarization, where em represents the angular frequency
of the emitted light. Finally, we assume that carrier movement during the e-h recombination time
is negligible relative to the spatial extent of the excitation field, allowing us the model excitation
and emission enhancement based on simulated electric fields at a single position 𝑟. Based on these
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assumptions, the emission rate RPL from a volume element near position 𝑟 excited at exc is
proportional to

𝑅𝑃𝐿 (𝜔𝑒𝑥𝑐 , 𝜔𝑒𝑚 ) ∝

2
′′ (𝜔
⃗
𝜀𝐼𝐵
𝑒𝑥𝑐 )|𝐸 (𝜔𝑒𝑥𝑐 )|

2

2

𝐸𝑇𝐸 (𝜔𝑒𝑚 )
𝐸𝑇𝑀 (𝜔𝑒𝑚 )
× 𝛾(𝜔𝑒𝑥𝑐 , 𝜔𝑒𝑚 ) [|
| +|
| ]
𝐸0 (𝜔𝑒𝑚 )
𝐸0 (𝜔𝑒𝑚 )

(5-2)

where γ is a function describing the bulk gold photoluminescence spectrum under excitation at

exc. Position arguments have been omitted for brevity. The total gold photoluminescence in the
presence of a Au nanoparticle INP can now be calculated in relative units based on the simulated
field distributions by integration of Eq. (5-2) throughout the particle volume and the Au film, while
Ifilm can be determined similarly from simulated field distributions in the absence of a nanoparticle.
The resulting spectra allow us to predict the PL enhancement factor gPL using Eq. (5-1)) without
the use of any free parameters for a given simulation geometry.
Figure 5.4(b) presents the resulting simulated PL enhancement spectrum gPL for excitation
at 532 nm (green solid line) and 633 nm (red solid line) of the structure shown in Figure 5.2. The
peak-normalized calculated scattering spectrum is included for comparison (black dashed line).
The simulated results show remarkable agreement with the experimentally determined
enhancement spectra. First, the maximum simulated enhancement factor under excitation at 633
nm is 22000, only 22% lower than the experimentally determined value, despite the sensitivity of
the result on the laser spot size and particle alignment in the laser spot. It bears repeating that this
correspondence is obtained without the use of any free parameters. Second, the simulated PL
enhancement under 532 nm excitation is a factor 8 lower than under 633 nm excitation, compared
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to a factor 15 in the experiment. Third, the simulated enhancement spectra have nearly identical
shape for different excitation wavelengths, as is also observed experimentally. Finally, the
maximum simulated enhancement appears at slightly longer wavelengths than the scattering peak
wavelength. Numerical simulations indicate that this small shift is a result of the difference in
excitation angles for the scattering spectroscopy and PL measurements.

Figure 5-5: (a and c) Measured scattering and photoluminescence spectra of a film-coupled gold
nanoparticle. The dashed green lines mark the photon energy corresponding to 532 nm
excitation. The horizontal red arrows indicate the gap plasmon resonance energy. (b) The Au
band structure around the X point near the Fermi level, adapted from Ref. [172]. The vertical
green and red arrows show e-h excitation at 532 nm followed by plasmon enhanced
recombination at an e-h energy separation that matches the gap plasmon resonance energy.
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Given the good correspondence between the experimental and numerical results we are
able to assign the physical origin of the various experimental observations. Figure 5.5 illustrates
the contributing factors to the PL enhancement under excitation at 532 nm. Figure 5.5(b) shows
the Au band structure around the X point adapted from Ref. [172] with the energy of the top of the
d-band set to 0 eV, and energies below the Fermi level marked by the shaded region. Excitation of
a gold film with 532 nm light can excite d-band electrons into empty sp-band states (green vertical
arrow), followed by electron and hole relaxation and eventual electron-hole recombination. From
the experimental scattering spectrum shown in Figure 5.5(a) it is clear that this green light (energy
marked by the green dashed line) interacts with the higher order plasmon mode, resulting in
slightly enhanced e-h generation in the Au nanoparticle gap region, in addition to the e-h pairs
generated in the gold film. This excitation enhancement slightly increases the total PL intensity in
this case, and does not affect the spectral shape of the emission. During relaxation of the generated
energetic carriers, a small probability of radiative recombination exists. Since the extra e-h pairs
are predominantly excited near the gap (see Figure 5.2(b)), they experience a strongly enhanced
local optical density of states associated with the gap plasmon mode, leading to an enhancement
of the emission rate. Consequently, the observation of large enhancement factors requires spatial
overlap of the plasmon enhanced e-h generation profile with the field distribution of the plasmon
mode that is responsible for the emission enhancement. When the energy difference between the
electron and the hole during relaxation matches that of the gap resonance (marked by the red
horizontal arrows in Figure 5.5(a) and Figure 5.5(c)) the recombination rate is maximally
enhanced, coupling energy into the gap-mode which subsequently radiates into the far field. Figure
5.5(c) shows the corresponding experimental PL spectra under 532 nm excitation of a flat film
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(gray line) and of a nanoparticle on the film (black line). For excitation at 633 nm, the mechanism
is similar but the excitation photon energy is closer to the gap mode resonance energy, resulting in
a stronger enhancement of the e-h generation rate. In addition, the excitation field distribution is
almost exactly matched to that of the gap mode, maximizing the fraction of e-h pairs that can
interact with the gap mode. Together these effects explain the larger overall PL enhancement
factors observed under 633 nm excitation compared to those observed under 532 nm excitation.
While the numerical simulations and the physical model description are able to
quantitatively describe the key aspects of the experimentally observed enhancement spectra,
differences are observed. Most notably the simulated PL enhancement spectra exhibit a
pronounced shoulder near 580 nm that is not observed in the experimental data. This shoulder is
caused by the higher order resonance observed in the simulations, see Figure 5.2(b). As argued
before, this mode is expected to be relatively highly damped due to nonlocal effects that are not
accounted for in the simulations, resulting in an overestimation of the field enhancement and
therefore of the e-h excitation enhancement. A final point worth noting is that the gap-mode
enhanced photoluminescence does not originate exclusively from the Au nanoparticle. Based on
the simulations, we find that the extra PL contributed by the gap-mode plasmon resonance ( =
660 nm) originates largely from the region inside the Au nanoparticle closest to the substrate (~70
%) while the region of the gold film directly underneath the nanoparticle contributes ~30% of the
added PL signal.
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Summary
We have measured plasmonic gap-mode enhanced photoluminescence of a gold
nanoparticle on an Al2O3 coated gold film. A PL enhancement factor was defined making use of
the PL signal collected from a gold film reference, and based on this definition a maximum PL
enhancement factor of 28000 under 633 nm excitation was obtained. Numerical simulations were
shown to reproduce the excitation wavelength dependence, the spectral shape of the enhancement,
as well as the absolute enhancement factors without the use of any free parameters. The
enhancement could be explained entirely in terms of a plasmon enhanced e-h pair generation,
combined with an increase in the emission rate associated with the electric field enhancement near
the particle-substrate contact point.
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6. NORMAL INCIDENCE EXCITATION OF SIDEWALL GAP-PLASMONS
ON GOLD NANOPARTICLES IN A CYLINDRICAL NANOHOLE
Introduction
Gap-plasmon resonances of metallic nanostructures are rapidly gaining interest due to their
extremely high electromagnetic field enhancement which is advantageous in several practical
applications including molecular sensing [109, 128, 147, 173, 174], photovoltaics [175, 176],
photocatalysis [86, 177], and nanolasers [178, 179]. Isolated metallic nanoparticles on a metallic
film (also known as the ‘nanoparticle on a mirror’ geometry) represent an attractive gap plasmon
supporting structure due to the fact that they can be prepared without the use of sophisticated
lithography techniques. In these systems the nearby metallic surface breaks the spherical symmetry
of the particle, turning the dipolar plasmon resonance mode of the isolated particle into a strongly
confined gap plasmon mode localized near the point of contact with the substrate, providing field
enhancement factors that significantly exceed those of Au NPs in free space. The gap plasmon
resonance wavelength of Au NPs on a mirror can be tuned across the visible region by modifying
the thickness of a spacer layer [42, 43, 46, 130, 139, 180], making this geometry a versatile sensing
element. While gap plasmons on such supported NPs are desirable in several applications, the
particle-on-mirror structure requires high-angle excitation and collection due to the net surfacenormal polarization of the gap mode. This poses a challenge to the practical implementation of
gap plasmons in sensor arrays.
A structure that could overcome this angular restriction is that of a plasmonic NP inside a
nanohole (NH) in a metallic film. Here the metallic sidewall acts as the mirror surface that enables
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the development of a gap plasmon. Early work on such a structure consisting of a Au NP in an
aperture in a gold film by Wei et al. demonstrated large field enhancement and enhanced Raman
scattering, but the study did not explicitly consider the polarization and excitation angle
dependence of the structure’s response or its spectral response under normal incidence excitation
[181]. Moreover, the Au NPs in the study were chemically bound to the bottom of the nanohole,
resulting in a variable NP-to-sidewall spacing and consequently an unpredictable resonance
frequency determined by the exact location of the NP in the hole. A recent study by Jahr et al.
investigated gold nanoparticles in nanoholes in a chromium film and used these structures to detect
DNA hybridization events [182]. This study did not consider gap plasmons, instead using the
aperture in the metal film to reduce background which enabled the detection of individual particle
resonance wavelengths in a standard transmission geometry rather than using darkfield scattering.
In the same year, Cecchini et al. investigated surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) from
functionalized Au nanoparticles flowing through a nanopore in a gold film [183]. Here the
influence of particle-sidewall interaction on the field enhancement was considered, but due to the
dynamic nature of the experiment it was not attempted to correlate particle position and spectral
response. Nevertheless these prior studies show the promise of such structures as sensing elements
with large field enhancement and the usefulness of the metal film as a means of reducing unwanted
background signal.
In this chapter we present experiments and simulations of the spectral, angular, and
polarization dependent response of a Au NP-in-a-hole system that makes use of an aluminum film
to produce a hybrid Au-Al gap plasmon mode on the sidewall of the aperture. The presence of a
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native oxide spacer layer on the Al sidewall leads to a natural minimum gap size, resulting in a
predictable resonance wavelength. In addition, the oxide improves thermal and mechanical
stability, and removes the need for organic spacer molecules that could introduce a background
signal in biochemical sensing with the structure [148, 184]. The Au-Al hybrid geometry introduced
here is shown to provide field enhancement factors comparable to those achieved in all-gold
structures, and is demonstrated to enable facile normal-incidence excitation and detection. In
addition, the structure can be fabricated using a simple and low-cost method, making it attractive
for real-world sensor applications.
Figure 6.1(a) shows an illustration of the proposed structure which consists of a Au
nanoparticle located inside a nanohole in an Al film on a glass substrate, covered by a liquid
analyte. For brevity we will refer to this geometry as the hole-in-one (HiO) structure. The Au NP
touches the Al sidewall enabling the development of a strongly confined gap plasmon mode
between the Au NP and the metallic wall. A thin native oxide is present on all exposed Al surfaces.
The thickness of Al film is purposely chosen to be slightly higher than the NP radius, placing the
anticipated gap-plasmon mode close to the Al surface, which gives incoming analyte molecules
(purple ellipsoids in Fig. 6.1(a)) relatively easy access to the hot-spot. Figure 6.1(b) shows the
fabrication process of the HiO structures using a combination of nanosphere lithography (NSL)
and NP deposition, as described in detail in Section 6.2. Briefly, 110 nm diameter polystyrene (PS)
beads were drop coated onto a glass coverslip (step i), followed by Al deposition (step ii). Exposure
to air of the resulting structure leads to the rapid formation of a few-nm thick native oxide on all
exposed Al surfaces. Removal of the PS beads (step iii) leaves behind ~110 nm diameter holes in
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the Al film. Subsequently, 60 nm diameter Au particles were drop coated onto the sample from
colloidal solution (step iv). This process leaves many NP on the top surface, with a small fraction
of the holes capturing a NP during the drying process. Figures 6.1(c) and 6.1(d) show Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of two HiO structures formed in this way.
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Figure 6-1: (a) Illustration of a HiO structure consisting of a Au NP inside a NH in an Al film on
a glass substrate with the NP touching the oxidized Al sidewall. Analyte molecules (purple
ellipsoids) can diffuse to the gap-plasmon resonance hot-spot (orange) close to the Al surface
where they can be detected. (b) Fabrication process of the HiO structures using nanosphere
lithography. (c and d) SEM images of two HiO structures, taken at a stage angle of 45° and at
normal incidence respectively. The scale bar in the SEM images represents 100 nm.
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Experiment and Simulation

6.2.1. Sample Preparation
Al nanohole templates were prepared by drop coating a methanol-diluted 110 nm diameter
polystyrene bead colloidal solution (dilution factor of 106 from 1.4×1014 beads/mL initial
concentration – Bangs Laboratories, Inc.) on oxygen-plasma treated glass coverslips. The plasma
treatment was conducted using a Plasma-Therm 790 RIE/PECVD system at 40 mTorr pressure
with 10 sccm He and 20 sccm O2 gas flow rates for 30 seconds. After PS bead deposition, the glass
coverslips were inspected using a darkfield optical microscope to verify that a uniform and
sufficiently sparse distribution of PS beads was achieved to enable optical inspection of individual
nanoholes (i.e. well below one PS bead per diffraction limited spot). Subsequently, an Al film with
a thickness of 37 nm was deposited on the coverslips using a Temescal FC/BJD2000 electron beam
evaporation system (deposition rate ~5 Å/s). This thickness provides substantial background signal
attenuation in transmission measurements and places the NP-to-sidewall contact point for a 60 nm
diameter Au NP just below the Al surface. After the deposition, a few-nm thick layer of native
Al2O3 formed on the Al surface upon exposure to air. It was observed in optical transmission
microscopy that sonication of the sample in acetone did not fully remove the Al-capped PS beads.
To remove the remaining Al-covered PS beads tape-lift off was applied resulting in the formation
of optical apertures with an areal density matching the previously observed PS bead coverage of
the sample. The samples were subsequently sonicated in acetone and in isopropanol and rinsed
with deionized water in order to remove any remaining polystyrene on the samples. Finally, 60 nm
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diameter Au NPs were drop-coated on the samples from a methanol-diluted monodispersed Au
NP colloidal solution (dilution factor of 100 from 2.6×1010 NPs/mL initial concentration,
Nanopartz Inc.).

6.2.2. Microscopy and Spectroscopy
Optical microscopy and spectroscopy were performed on an Olympus IX-71 inverted
microscope equipped with standard dark field optics using 20 and 50 darkfield objectives
(Olympus UMPlanFl 20 BD, N.A. = 0.46 and UMPlanFl 50 BD, N.A. = 0.75). All optical
measurements were taken in air, i.e. no analyte solution was present. For darkfield microscopy and
spectroscopy the sample was top-illuminated (i.e. on the Al-coated side of the sample), whereas
transmission microscopy and spectroscopy measurements were conducted using bottom
illumination (i.e. illuminated from the substrate-side). Microscopy images and single particle
spectra were recorded respectively using a Canon EOS 450D digital camera and an imaging
spectrometer (Horiba iHR320) equipped with a thermoelectrically cooled CCD camera (Andor
DU401-BR-DD). Spatial selection of individual HiO structures, Au NPs, and NHs for
spectroscopy was done by limiting the spectrometer entrance slit width and using vertical binning
of the recorded CCD data (collection area ~3.5×3.5 m2). All spectra were corrected for the
detector dark current. The scattering (or transmission) spectrum of each nanostructure (NS) was
obtained by collecting the scattering (or transmitted) signal from the structure (INS), subtracting the
signal from a nearby Al area (Iref), and dividing by the latter, corresponding to the formula I = (INS
– Iref)/Iref. Scanning Electron Microscopy images were taken after detailed optical spectral
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characterization of the sample using a ZEISS Ultra-55 field emission Scanning Electron
Microscope.

6.2.3. Numerical Simulation and Calculation
Frequency domain full-field electromagnetic simulations of a HiO structure, a nanohole,
and an Al film were carried out using frequency domain simulations in CST Microwave Studio
[29]. Open boundary conditions were assumed for all simulations. The simulated HiO structure
consists of a 60 nm diameter Au NP in a 110 nm diameter nanohole in a 37 nm thick Al film on a
glass substrate with the Au NP touching the sidewall. A 3.4 nm thick native Al2O3 layer is assumed
to be present on the sidewalls of the NH based on previous measurements of the Al2O3 film on
similarly deposited Al films [130]. Literature data were used for the dielectric functions of Au, Al,
and Al2O3 [4, 114, 115]. A plane wave with the electric field polarized parallel to the in-plane
symmetry axis of the simulated HiO structure was used as the excitation source. The structures
were illuminated from the substrate side as in the experiments. The simulated transmission spectra
of the HiO structure and the nanohole were obtained by integrating the total transmitted power of
the structure at each frequency, subtracting the transmitted power PAl of a continuous Al film at
the same excitation frequency, and dividing by PAl, which matches the background subtraction
method used to obtain the experimental spectra.
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Results and Discussion
In order to locate nanoholes containing a NP, selected sample regions were imaged using
darkfield microscopy before and after drop coating of the colloidal Au NP solution, and spots
displaying a modified scattering color after NP deposition were identified. Figure 6.2(a) shows a
darkfield microscopy image of a typical sample region after removal of the PS beads but before
Au NP deposition, taken with a 20 objective. The green scattering spots originate from the
nanoholes in the Al film formed in the NSL step. A typical SEM image of one of the many NHs
on the sample is shown in Fig. 6.2(c) revealing a largely circular hole with a diameter of 104 nm,
close to the size of the PS beads used in the nanosphere lithography step.
Figure 6.2(b) presents a darkfield microscopy image of the same area as shown in Fig.
6.2(a) taken after Au NP deposition. Several subtle changes can be seen. First, an additional paleyellow scattering spot has appeared as marked by the red arrow. This type of feature was found to
originate from isolated Au NPs on the Al surface, as determined by correlating optical microscopy
images with SEM images. An example SEM image of one such particle is shown in Fig. 6.2(d).
More importantly, while the scattering color of most NHs is unchanged after NP deposition, the
hole indicated by the magenta arrow shows a reduced brightness and a more pale yellow or orange
color, possibly indicating the presence of a Au NP in the nanohole. Visual inspection of the
polarization dependence of the scattered light showed that the modified structures exhibit a loss of
rotational symmetry, as expected in the presence of an off-center NP in the nanohole. Similar
changes in optical signature were observed at different locations on the sample, and several such
locations were selected for further characterization. Figure 6.2(e) shows an SEM image of one of
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these structures, revealing a HiO structure containing a 62 nm diameter gold nanoparticle in close
contact with the sidewall of a 104 nm diameter circular hole in the Al film. Figure 6.2(f) shows
another example of a HiO structure on the same sample. Most of the HiO structures were found to
contain an off-center Au NP, however in one candidate structure that showed a different spectral
response and relatively weak polarization dependence the NP was found to have dried near the
center of the NH. Nevertheless, the side-wall attached geometry appears to be most favorable,
possibly due to capillary forces acting on the particle during the drying process after drop-coating
[185, 186]. Additional darkfield microscopy and SEM images are provided in Appendix D.
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Figure 6-2: (a) Darkfield microscopy images of a representative sample region after nanosphere
lithography (a) before and (b) after Au NP deposition. (c–f) SEM images of a nanohole, a Au
nanoparticle, and two HiO structures, respectively. The scale bar represents 100 nm. (g)
Scattering spectra of the NH, Au NP on Al, and HiO structure marked by the arrows in (b).
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Figure 6.2(g) presents darkfield scattering spectra obtained from the structures indicated
by the arrows in Fig. 6.2(b). The nanohole shows a broad featureless scattering spectrum, with a
maximum in the blue-green spectral region. In contrast, the scattering spectrum of the isolated Au
NP shows a prominent resonance peak ~585 nm with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
~105 nm, corresponding to a gap plasmon resonance between the Au NP and the oxidized Al film
as observed in our previously published results [130]. The HiO spectrum, measured on the actual
structure shown in Fig. 6.1(d), shows a clear scattering peak at ~660 nm with a similar scattering
intensity and linewidth as the isolated Au NP. The similarity of this scattering spectrum to that
obtained from isolated NPs suggests that the HiO structure indeed supports a gap-plasmon mode,
with a modified spectral response due to the curvature and finite height of the Al sidewall.
Additional representative scattering spectra are provided in Appendix D.
Figure 6.3(a) shows a darkfield microscopy image of the HiO, Au NP, and Al nanohole
labelled by the arrows in Fig. 6.2(b), taken with a 50 objective. The image was rotated clockwise
by 90° for presentation purposes. At this higher magnification the isolated Au NP shows the
characteristic red ring-shaped scattering pattern associated with surface-normal gap plasmon
resonances of single Au NPs on metallic substrates [46, 109, 130]. Figure 6.3(b) shows the same
structures with a linear analyzer inserted in the collection path of the microscope at six different
analyzer angles. The analyzer transforms the ring-shaped scattering pattern of the isolated Au NP
into a dumbbell-shaped image, as expected based on the known radial polarization of the scattered
light collected from the gap plasmon resonance. The Au NP thus acts as a convenient indicator of
the analyzer angle in Fig. 6.3(b). The fact that the NH and HiO structures remain circularly
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symmetric upon rotation of the analyzer proves that the modes causing these scattering features
are not dominated by a surface-normal polarization, a first indication that the HiO structure is
better suited for normal incidence excitation and collection than the isolated Au NP. As the
analyzer is rotated the scattering color of the nanohole remains unchanged while the HiO structure
exhibits a clear color shift varying between red and green. Figure 6.3(c) presents an SEM image
of the sample area shown in Fig. 6.3(a) and 6.3(b), displayed on the same scale.
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Figure 6-3: (a) Darkfield microscopy image of the NH (top), Au NP (middle), and HiO structure
(bottom) from Fig. 2(b). (b) Darkfield microscopy image of the same structures but with a linear
analyzer inserted in the collection path of the microscope. (c) Matching SEM image of the
structures. The images in (a–c) are ~2.5 μm wide. (d) Scattering spectra of the HiO structure
collected at two analyzer angles, approximately parallel and perpendicular to the symmetry axis
(dashed white line) indicated respectively by the dark and light magenta double arrows in the
SEM image of the HiO structure in the inset. The scale bar in the inset is 100 nm. The polar plot
shows the peak scattering intensity of the HiO structure as a function of analyzer angle.
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To quantify the color changes observed in Fig. 6.3(b), scattering spectra of the HiO
structure in Fig. 6.3(a) were collected at different analyzer angles. The polar plot in Fig. 6.3(d)
shows the recorded peak scattering intensity as a function of analyzer angle, revealing maximum
scattering at an angle of ~60. The SEM image of this particular HiO structure in Fig. 6.3(d) shows
that the Au NP touches the oxidized Al sidewall of the nanohole at this same angle, corresponding
to the symmetry axis of the structure (dashed white line). The two spectra shown in Fig. 6.3(d)
were recorded with the analyzer oriented along the light and dark magenta arrows in the SEM
image. Note that the HiO structure indeed appears red in Fig. 6.3(b) when the analyzer is aligned
with the symmetry axis.
To investigate the optical response of the HiO structures under normal incidence excitation,
transmission measurements were carried out. Figure 6.4(a) presents the obtained transmission
spectra of the HiO structure and the nanohole marked by the magenta and green arrows in Fig.
6.2(b). The inset shows the corresponding transmission microscopy image at 50× magnification.
To obtain transmission spectra of the individual nanostructures in the partly transparent Al thin
film, a background subtraction procedure was carried out as described in Section 6.2. The resulting
transmission spectrum of the nanohole is broad and virtually featureless, similar to the NH
scattering spectrum in Fig. 6.2(g), The transmission spectrum of the HiO on the other hand shows
a region of enhanced transmission at ~670 nm with a FWHM linewidth of ~140 nm. This spectral
location and linewidth matches the scattering peak of the HiO structure in Fig. 6.2(g) suggesting
that the sidewall gap plasmon mode is successfully excited under normal incidence illumination.
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To further clarify the nature of the observed optical resonance enhanced transmission in
Fig. 6.4(a), numerical simulations were carried out as described in Section 6.2. Figure 4(b) shows
the simulated transmission spectra of a HiO structure and of an isolated nanohole in an Al film,
both on a glass substrate. The simulated transmission spectrum of the HiO structure exhibits a peak
resonance wavelength of ~645 nm and a FWHM linewidth of ~120 nm while the simulated
nanohole transmission spectrum is broad and featureless, both in good agreement with the
measured results. Differences between measured and simulated resonance wavelength and
linewidth may be due to structural imperfections, e.g. a small variation in the Au NP and hole size,
Al and Al2O3 thickness, and surface irregularities, and variations in dielectric function compared
to the literature values used in the simulations.
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Figure 6-4: (a and b) Measured and simulated transmission spectra of a HiO structure and an
isolated NH. The measured spectra were obtained from the HiO structure and NH in Al marked
by the magenta and green arrows in the transmission microscopy image inset. (c and d)
Simulated distribution of the electric field enhancement factor of a HiO structure under normal
incidence plane wave excitation at the main resonance frequency. The field cuts correspond to
(c) a plane along the surface at the height where the Au NP touches the oxidized Al sidewall and
(d) a plane normal to the surface along the symmetry axis of the HiO structure. The polar plot in
(b) shows the electric field enhancement factor in the NP-oxide junction region of the HiO
structure as a function of excitation angle along (red curve) and normal to (blue curve) the HiO
symmetry axis, and of a Au NP on an Al film (gray curve).
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The good correspondence between the measured and simulated transmission spectra
indicates that the simulated field distributions match the real-world field distributions well. Figures
6.4(c) and 6.4(d) show the magnitude of the simulated electric field enhancement factor |E(r)/Einc|
at the main resonance frequency, where E(r) is the simulated electric field distribution, and Einc
represents the amplitude of the incident electromagnetic wave. The top view of the HiO structure
in Fig. 6.4(c) represents a field cut at the height where the NP touches the sidewall, and the side
view in Fig. 6.4(d) shows a field cut normal to the sample surface along the symmetry axis of the
HiO structure. The enhanced electric field is seen to be extremely confined near the junction
between the Au NP and the oxidized sidewall of Al film, and a peak electric field enhancement
factor as high as 52 is observed. The field distribution on resonance closely resembles a gapplasmon mode as observed for Au NP on flat Al films, but in this case the mode is supported by
the NP and the curved Al sidewall, with a predominant field polarization normal to the sidewall,
i.e. parallel to the sample surface. Figure 6.4(d) shows that at the chosen Al film thickness the
strong field enhancement occurs close to the sample surface. Additional simulations were carried
out to investigate the excitation-angle dependence of the gap-plasmon related field enhancement
of a HiO structure and of a Au NP on a flat Al film with a native oxide layer. The polar plot in Fig.
6.4(b) shows the electric field enhancement factor at the junction of the HiO structure under
excitation at 625 nm with the incident electric field polarized in the surface-normal plane along
the HiO symmetry axis, as a function of the angle of incidence, with 90° corresponding to normal
incidence top illumination. The HiO structure is seen to produce a large field enhancement factor
over a wide range of excitation angles in the surface-normal plane along (red curve) and normal
to (blue curve) the HiO symmetry axis in both top and bottom illumination configuration. For
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comparison, the gray curve shows the corresponding excitation-angle dependence of the field
enhancement factor at the gap plasmon resonance frequency of the Au NP on the flat Al film under
TM-polarized excitation. The HiO structure produces significantly larger field enhancement
factors for near-normal excitation angles and offers a more angle-invariant response compared to
that of the Au NP on the continuous Al film. Note that the gap-plasmon mode of the HiO structure
can be excited through the glass substrate, implying that optical interrogation can be carried out
even in the presence of a strongly absorbing analyte solution. The omnidirectional excitation of
strong gap-plasmon enhanced local electric fields makes the presented HiO geometry ideal for real
world applications that rely on normal incidence optical inspection of large area arrayed sensor
elements.
The observations made above highlight several attractive features of the particle-in-acylindrical hole geometry. A large field enhancement can be obtained under normal incidence
excitation, enabling easy optical access to the structure. The structure enables a confined and
enhanced optical field close to the sample surface, potentially allowing relatively easy access of
analyte molecules to the hot-spot. The presence of a native Al2O3 layer introduces a natural
minimum spacing between the Au and Al surfaces, which reduces relative variation in gap size
related to structural imperfections of the sidewall and the NP, enabling a reproducible resonance
wavelength. Furthermore, the oxide layer avoids the development of charge transfer plasmons with
reduced field enhancement. The materials used are known to be chemically and mechanically
resilient, making the structure broadly applicable. The structure does not rely on organic spacer
layers, avoiding the introduction of background signals in SERS/fluorescence-based sensing of
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organic molecules. After selective area substrate removal the nanohole could also function as a
flow channel, further improving analyte access to the gap plasmon. The nanohole in the Al film
also offers several advantages of zero-mode-waveguides including a reduction of the excitation of
fluorescence in the analyte, a reduction of the transmission of any excited fluorescence back to the
illumination side, and a small sampling volume which could allow the use of undiluted analyte
solutions [187-192]. Finally, the resonance wavelength can easily be controlled by several
structural parameters, including particle size, hole diameter, and oxide thickness. The combination
of these advantages and the relative ease of fabrication of these structures make the hole-in-one
structure a promising building block for high sensitivity biochemical sensor arrays.

Summary
In conclusion, we have presented an experimental study of hybrid hole-in-one
nanostructures consisting of a gold nanoparticle in a nanopore in an aluminum film. The structure
supports a strong gap-plasmon resonance and can be fabricated using simple and low-cost methods
while offering a significant improvement in the optical accessibility to the hot-spot compared to
metallic nanoparticles on a continuous Al film. The structure shows a prominent plasmon
resonance peak at ~670 nm in both scattering and normal incidence transmission spectra indicating
that gap-plasmons supported by the HiO structures can be excited and detected at near-normal
angles of incidence. Numerical simulations of the structure match the experimental results and
suggest a maximum electric field enhancement factor at the hot-spot of ~52 with a resonance hotspot near the top surface of the structure. The structure generates strong field enhancement over a
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broad range of excitation angles. The presented self-assembled structure possesses several
desirable optical traits which make it ideal for implementation as a sensing element in large-area
ultrasensitive biochemical sensor arrays.
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7. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In summary, this Thesis presents an extensive study on the topic of gap-plasmon
resonances of single gold nanoparticles. It was shown that the optical resonance response and
electromagnetic field enhancement factors of gold nanoparticles can be controlled in a simple
manner by coupling metallic nanoparticles with metallic substrates.
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, it was shown that gap-plasmon resonances of gold
nanoparticles can be precisely tuned over the range of ~140 nm from green to infrared by
controlling the thickness of an Al2O3 spacer layer between gold nanoparticles and metallic
substrates. The process produced reliable plasmonic structures with few-nanometer precision
control of the resonance wavelength without involving costly and complicated fabrication
techniques. The Al2O3 spacer layer was shown to serve as a protecting layer providing extra
stability of the structure under laser illumination. In addition, the structure does not use organic
spacer layers, and consequently will not introduce background signal related to organic molecules
when used as a biochemical sensor. The precise resonance control, robustness, and background
free operation make the structure attractive for real world sensing applications.
In Chapter 4, we presented the effect of nanoscale surface roughness of a metallic substrate
which causes spectral variation in the optical resonance spectra of gold nanoparticles. This effect
is important to consider when dealing with plasmonic structures that involve coupling between
metallic particles and surfaces at extremely small particle-substrate separation distances.
Subsequently in Chapter 5, the strong field enhancement of gap-plasmon resonance of gold
nanoparticles on a gold film was demonstrated through enhanced photoluminescence of gold
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nanoparticles. A model for the photoluminescence enhancement was developed, which produced
exceptional agreement between experiment and simulation without the use of any free parameters.
A photoluminescence enhancement factor higher than four orders of magnitude was reached under
633 nm laser excitation, implying a combined local enhancement of the excitation and emission
rate of 1 million near the junction between a particle and the film.
Finally in Chapter 6, an alternative gap-plasmon supporting nanostructure was introduced.
The so-called hole-in-one nanostructure combines a zero-mode-waveguide in an aluminum film
with a gold nanoparticle forming an easily optically accessible gap-plasmon with stable spectral
performance while supporting large field enhancement factors.
The work presented in this Thesis demonstrated how the gap plasmon resonance of
supported metal nanoparticles can be precisely controlled by nanoscale modification of the local
environment of the particles, and how the localized electric field enhancement helps to increase
the efficiency of different optical processes. Such control over the extremely confined and strongly
enhanced electric field makes it possible for gap plasmons to be integrated with and to improve
the performance of a broad range of optical devices. The simple fabrication process also makes it
feasible for the presented structures to be made in large scale. Examples of applications that can
directly benefit from gap plasmon enhanced electric fields are optical biosensing, photon
upconversion, and photocatalysis. Gap plasmons are also ideally suited for the investigation of the
transition between classical and quantum plasmonics, providing gap sizes small enough to allow
for carrier tunneling and exhibiting mode sizes that are small enough to require the consideration
of nonlocal and quantum size effects. Additionally due to their ability to concentrate light and
amplify optical signals from nanometer-sized objects, gap plasmons can be employed as a means
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to study light matter interaction at the molecular level. This could lead to better understanding and
optimization of processes such as photoexcitation and photoemission of single molecules or single
quantum dots. Understanding and controlling these effects is indeed an important step in the
realization of nanoscale integrated optical devices.
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A.1. Spectral Measurements
Single particle scattering spectra ISC(λ) were obtained using the relation
𝐼𝑠𝑐 (𝜆) =

𝐼𝑁𝑃 (𝜆)−𝐼𝑅𝐸𝐹 (𝜆)
𝐼𝐼𝑁 (𝜆)

(A-1)

with INP() the signal obtained from an area containing a single nanoparticle, IREF() the signal
collected from a region without a nanoparticle, and IIN() the dark-current corrected reference
spectrum, peak-normalized to compensate for any variation in lamp brightness between
experiments. Figure A.1 shows INP, IREF, IIN, and the resulting ISC corresponding to the blue curve
in Fig. 2.2(a) of the main manuscript before anodization. Note that the thus obtained scattering
spectrum contains a small offset at long wavelengths well away from the particle resonance. This
offset may be due to slight variations in lamp output power between the nanoparticle and reference
measurement, or a slight variation in substrate scattering at the particle location and at the nearby
location used for the reference measurement. The magnitude of this offset was typically less than
± 4% of the peak nanoparticle scattering signal. To correct for this contribution the scattering
signal at =800 nm was subtracted for all measurements. In the main manuscript the final curves
are shown at a spectral resolution of 10 nm.
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Figure A-1: Darkfield scattering spectra including (a) the raw signal obtained from an area
containing a single nanoparticle (INP) and the raw signal collected from a nearby region without a
nanoparticle (IREF), (b) the peak-normalized, dark-current corrected reference spectrum (IIN), and
(c) the resulting single particle scattering spectrum before background correction (ISC).

A.2. Particle Size Variation
In order to evaluate the possible influence of known particle size variations on the
measurements, scattering spectra were simulated as described in the main manuscript for five
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particle diameters in the range 50 – 70 nm for oxide spacer thickness values d = 4 nm and
d = 16 nm. The results are shown in Fig. A.2. For both aluminum oxide thickness values the
scattering spectra undergo a small red-shift as the particle size increases. In addition, the peak
scattering strength increases rapidly with increasing particle diameter.

Figure A-2: Calculated scattering spectra of the gold nanoparticles with different diameters
on an aluminum film with (a) 4 nm and (b) 16 nm aluminum oxide surface layer.
Figure A.3 presents the corresponding peak scattering wavelength as a function of particle
diameter for both oxide thicknesses. The solid lines represent linear fits to the data. Note that the
peak wavelength shifts more rapidly for the thin oxide layer. The dashed lines represent particle
sizes corresponding to one standard deviation above or below the mean nanoparticle size based on
the size histogram provided by the vendor. These results were used to determine an anticipated
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spectral variation in the measurements based on the vendor-specified particle size variation, shown
as effective error bar on the simulated curves in Fig. 2.3.

Figure A-3: Peak scattering wavelength vs. nanoparticle diameter for samples
with a 4 nm and 16 nm aluminum oxide layer thickness.
The dashed lines represent the anticipated experimental particle size variation.
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B.1. Conversion of Hyperspectral Images to False-color RGB Representation
Images of 60 nm diameter gold nanoparticles on Al2O3 coated gold film were taken using
a Gooch & Housego HSi-440C Hyperspectral camera. A stack of 100 images was taken in the
range of 500 nm-800 nm with a collection bandwidth of 10 nm per image, and a spectral sampling
of 3 nm. The images were converted to a RGB color representation by multiplying the spectral
images with artificial color response functions for the red, green, and blue channel and combining
them into a single false color RGB image. Figure B.1(a) shows the response functions used peaking
at 620 nm (blue channel), 640 nm (green channel), and 680 nm (red channel), chosen to give good
visibility of the experimentally observed resonance wavelength shifts. Figure B.1(b-d) presents
examples of the image data obtained for two nanoparticles on a gold film, showing the resulting
the blue channel (Fig. B.1(b), shown at 15×brightness), the green channel (Fig. B.1(c), shown at
2×brightness), and the red channel (Fig. B.1(d)). Figure B.1(e) shows the final false color image
produced after combining the three color channels into a single RBG image. The color bar
represents the expected image color as a function of detected (scattered) wavelength, assuming a
linewidth of 40nm for the scatterers.
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Figure B-1: (a) The color response functions used to generate false-color scattering images with
the corresponding color scale. (b-d) image information corresponding to the blue, green, and red
color channels with adjusted brightness, respectively. (e) The final false color image based on the
three color channels shown in (b-d).

B.2. Simulation of Single-particle Scattering Spectra and Electric Field Distributions
Simulations were performed based on the frequency domain Finite Integration Technique
using CST Microwave Studio [29]. The simulated structure consists of a gold nanoparticle, with
or without an organic shell (n=1.5) on an Al2O3 coated gold film on a semi-infinite glass substrate
(n=1.5) using open boundaries at the top and bottom of the simulation volume, and unit cell
boundary conditions along the film (x and y directions) with a 200 nm unit cell length. The
structure is excited with plane-wave TE and TM illumination at a 77 angle of incidence with
respect to the surface normal, as shown in Fig. B.2.
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Figure B-2: Simulation structure used to calculate single particle scattering spectra.
The simulated scattering spectra are assumed to be dominated by dipolar contributions. To
calculate the scattering spectrum as a function of angular frequency , the total dipole moment
𝜇𝑡𝑜𝑡 (𝜔) of the particle and its immediate environment is determined as follows:
𝜇𝑡𝑜𝑡 (𝜔) = 𝜀0 ∫𝑉 𝜒(𝜔, 𝑟)𝐸(𝑟) 𝑑𝑟

(B-1)

The integration volume was chosen to contain all near field components by integrating over the
gold nanoparticle, the organic shell (if present), the Al2O3 layer, and the 50 nm gold film
immediately underneath the nanoparticle. A reference calculation was carried out under the same
conditions, but in the absence of the particle, and the dipole moment integration was repeated
resulting in a reference dipole moment 𝜇𝑟𝑒𝑓 (ω). The nanoparticle-related dipole moment μ
⃗ NP (ω)
then follows from μ
⃗ NP (ω) = μ
⃗ tot (ω) − μ
⃗ ref (ω), and the resulting nanoparticle related scattering
spectrum Iscat() is assumed to follow the radiation power of a point dipole given by
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𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡 (ω) ∝ 𝜔4 |𝜇𝑁𝑃 (𝜔)|2 .

(B-2)

Figure B.3 shows the calculated scattering spectrum of a 60 nm diameter Au nanoparticle
coated with a 0.75 nm thick organic layer on a gold film, showing the x-, y-, and z-polarized
contributions separately. The z-polarized dipole radiation is the major contribution to the scattering
signal. The total signal observed at ~550 nm can be seen consist of contributions from lateral (xand y-polarized) dipole moments, as well as a normally polarized dipole moment associated with
modes on the particle with a partly multipolar character.

Figure B-3: Calculated scattering spectrum of a 60 nm diameter Au nanoparticle coated with a
0.75 nm thick organic layer on a gold film (red line) as well as the separate contributions from
x-, y- and z- oriented dipole moments (green, orange, and blue curves, respectively).
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B.3. Laser Spot Size Determination using Nanoparticle-mediated Beam Sampling
In order to obtain a precise measure of the irradiance used to investigate the particle
stability against laser irradiation, the beam profile of the He-Ne laser beam (λ=633 nm) directly at
the sample surface was measured using a gold nanoparticle as an optical probe. A 60 nm diameter
gold nanoparticle on a 3.4 nm Al2O3 coated gold film was scanned through the laser spot using a
Physik Instrumente NanoCube piezo stage while monitoring the Rayleigh scattering from the
particle. Since the particle is much smaller than the laser spot size, this measurement can provide
a precise measurement of the spot size, without errors related to the diffraction limit.
Figure B-4 shows the collected scattering signal versus particle position relative to the
center of the laser spot (red squares). The solid blue line represents a Gaussian fit with a full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of 2.2 μm. Repeating the measurement along a different scanning
direction revealed that the spot was approximately circular. Based on the known illumination
power and the illumination spot size and shape, the irradiance at the center of the beam was
determined.
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Figure B-4: Rayleigh scattering signal versus nanoparticle position relative to the center of the
laser spot (red squares). The blue curve represents a Gaussian fit to the measurement, showing a
FWHM of 2.2 μm.
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C.1. Scattering Spectrum from Different Gold Nanoparticles
Dark-field scattering spectra were collected for several particles on the Al2O3 coated Au
film. To demonstrate the consistency of the plasmon resonant response of these supported
particles, Figure C-1 shows the scattering spectra of three randomly selected particles. In this and
all following graphs the left panel shows the particle (NP1) used in the main manuscript. Note that
the particles show maximum scattering at a wavelength of 658 ± 11 nm. Small spectral differences
are present, possibly related to small variations in the local environment at the particle-substrate
junction.

Figure C-1: Measured single nanoparticle scattering spectra of three different gold nanoparticles
on an Al2O3 coated Au film on glass.
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C.2. Spectral Shape of the Particle-related Photoluminescence
The photoluminescence (PL) spectra from Au nanoparticles on an Al2O3 coated gold film
as shown in Fig. 5.3 appear to have a different spectral shape depending on the excitation
wavelength. This apparent difference is largely an artifact due to the different relative contribution
of the PL background originating from the gold film. To highlight this fact, Figure C.2 shows the
collected spectra, corrected for the film PL background. These spectra thus correspond to the term
(INP-Ifilm) in Eq. (5-2) and represent the added PL signal due to the presence of the particle in the
excitation spot. Note that at energies more than ~80 meV below the excitation energy the added
PL signal has a similar spectral shape for all measurements.
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Figure C-2: Background subtracted photoluminescence from three gold nanoparticles showing a
small offset between the peak positions of the 532 nm and 633 nm excited NP-mediated
photoluminescence spectra. The spectra under 532 nm excitation were scaled to facilitate
comparison with the 633 nm excited spectra.

C.3. Photoluminescence Enhancement Spectrum from Different Gold Nanoparticles
The analysis presented in the main manuscript was repeated for additional nanoparticles in
order to test the reproducibility of the results. Figure C.3 shows the obtained PL enhancement
factors for the two excitation wavelengths used with a scaled scattering spectrum of the
corresponding particle overlaid on each curve. Note that the peak position of the enhancement
consistently appears identical for both excitation wavelengths, that the magnitude of the
enhancement is consistent within 7% and 20% for 633 nm and 532 nm excitation, respectively,
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and that the location and spectral shape of the scattering peak closely matches the enhancement
peak shape.

Figure C-3: Photoluminescence enhancement spectra at 532 nm and 633 nm excitation from
three different gold nanoparticles on a gold film. The scattering spectrum of these particles are
scaled and overlaid to facilitate comparison between scattering and photoluminescence
enhancement spectra.
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D.1. Microscopy Images from Different Steps of Sample Preparation

Figure D-1: (a) Fabrication process of the HiO structures using nanosphere lithography. (b)
Darkfield microscopy image of the sample after fabrication step (i), showing scattering from
polystyrene beads. (c and d) darkfield microscopy images taken from the same sample area after
fabrication step (ii) and (iii), respectively. The Al caps in (c) were removed revealing nanoholes
in (d). (e and f) Corresponding transmission microscopy images of (c and d).
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D.2. Darkfield and SEM Images, Scattering Spectra, and Transmission Spectra of Additional
HiO Structures
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Figure D-2: (a) Darkfield microscopy image of a nanohole (top), a HiO structure (middle,
marked by the magenta arrow), and a Au NP (bottom). (b) Darkfield microscopy image of the
same structures but with a linear analyzer inserted in the collection path of the microscope. (c)
Matching SEM image of the structures. The images in (a–c) are ~2.5 μm wide. (d) Scattering
spectra of the HiO structure collected at two analyzer angles, indicated respectively by the dark
and light magenta double arrows in the SEM image of the HiO structure in the inset. The scale
bar in the inset is 100 nm. (e) Transmission spectra of the HiO structure and a nearby nanohole.
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Figure D-3: (a) Darkfield microscopy image of a HiO structure (top, marked by a magenta
arrow), and two nanoholes. Unlike most of the HiO structures observed in the experiment, this
HiO has dried near the center of the nanohole which results in a different spectral response and
relatively weak polarization dependence. (b) Darkfield microscopy image of the same structures
but with a linear analyzer inserted in the collection path of the microscope. (c) Matching SEM
image of the structures. The images in (a–c) are ~2.5 μm wide. (d) Scattering spectra of the HiO
structure collected at two analyzer angles, indicated respectively by the dark and light magenta
double arrows in the SEM image of the HiO structure in the inset. The scale bar in the inset is
100 nm. (e) Transmission spectra of the HiO structure.
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